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Hello comic retailers and fans!
Welcome to PRH Panels, the Penguin Random House catalog for the Direct Market,
highlighting the incredible graphic novels, manga, games, and more that debut every
month. We can’t wait for you to find the next story to inspire and entertain you, and the
latest games and gifts to bring you together.
We’ve got two big series spotlighted in our Comics section. First, the second issue of
the can’t-miss series Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: The Last Ronin-Lost Years #2!
This is the next chapter of the Ronin-verse, with Michelangelo seeking vengeance in the
past, and Casey Marie Jones working hard to be a good sensei to the next generation of
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles! Then we have a brand-new series spinning out of IDW’s
hit Star Trek series, Star Trek: Defiant #1. Someone is killing the gods, and while Benjamin
Sisko is dealing with the higher cosmos, it’s up to Worf of House Martok and the crew
of the U.S.S. Defiant to deal with a dangerous messiah behind a genocidal cult.
In our Graphic Novels section, one teacher examines the existing inequalities of the
public education system that were highlighted by the COVID-19 pandemic in Going
Remote. This graphic novel memoir chronicles the onset of the pandemic in 2020 and
what it was like as students and educators left their physical classrooms for remote
learning. This powerful account covers the Black Lives Matter protests, the struggles
of students trying to adapt to a new type of schooling, and the author’s own cancer
diagnosis and treatment during the pandemic. It’s a searingly honest memoir that
can’t be missed.
We’re turning back the clock in our Kids & YA section with Hilo Book 9: Gina and the
Last City on Earth, the latest in the New York Times bestselling series! This time-turning
adventure features warrior cats, magic, a flying Bearacat, and Gina saving the world
alongside her friends! Dav Pilkey (author of the bestselling Dog Man series) calls Hilo
“an action-packed page-turner with heart!”
Our Manga section features the next comedy hit series, The Yakuza’s Bias 1! If you love
Way of the Househusband or Spy x Family, you’re guaranteed to love this series. Takeru
is one of the top lieutenants of a feared yakuza family. He’s never had time for hobbies…
until the boss’s daughter drags him to a K-pop concert, and he sees the glittering,
charismatic Jun for the first time. And so Takeru plunges into fandom with the
solemnity and passion of a man who walks the way of the yakuza!
Finally, check out our Games & Gift section for the Dungeons & Dragons: Honor Among
Thieves: Official Activity Book, the perfect gift for the D&D fan looking forward to the
upcoming film Dungeons & Dragons: Honor Among Thieves—in theaters March 3, 2023!
This full-color activity book is packed with puzzles, posters, and over 50 stickers!
All this and much, much more can be found in this month’s PRH Panels. Don’t hesitate
to explore this catalog and find the perfect new book! As always, retailers who have
any questions about the ordering process or would like to open an account with PRH,
are encouraged to email us at comicmarketUS@penguinrandomhouse.com.
Wishing you the very best,
Your US Direct Market Comic Team
Penguin Random House
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Comics
Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles: The Last Ronin-Lost
Years #2 Variant A (Gallant)
Written by KEVIN EASTMAN and
TOM WALTZ; Illustrated by BEN BISHOP
and SL GALLANT; Cover Design or
Artwork by SL GALLANT

In the past, Michelangelo has
mastered his first fighting form and
has overcome his first gladiatorial
challenge in Japan. With Master
Splinter’s journal in his hands—and a
burning desire for vengeance in his
heart—Michelangelo resumes his
westward trek across Asia and
Europe in order to test his skills
against his next deadly opponent.If
he’s to have any chance of attaining
victory in the final battle royal,
Michelangelo will have to master an
essential new martial skill—or die
trying. Only then can he return to
New York City to confront the Foot
Clan. Thing is, he’s not alone. His
dead brothers have joined him on his

The Tale of The Last Ronin’s
First Mission Continues!

quest…and they won’t shut up!
Meanwhile, in the present (a.k.a. our
future!), Casey Marie Jones also follows
the sage teachings found in Splinter’s

VARIANTS:

Variant B (Eastman & Bishop)
Kevin Eastman | 82771403102700221
Variant C (Campbell)
Sophie Campbell | 82771403102700261
Variant RI (25)
82771403102700231
Variant RI (50)
82771403102700241
Variant RI (100)
82771403102700251
Cover may not be final

82771403102700211
IDW PUBLISHING
$4.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/8
On Sale: 2/22/23 • FOC Date: 1/9/23
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journal as she continues her own
journey as master and sensei to the
next generation of Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles! Writers Kevin Eastman
and Tom Waltz, alongside artist Ben
Bishop (TMNT: The Last Ronin),
bring us the next exciting chapter
from the Ronin-verse!
This title will be standard trim size,
not the oversized format of The
Last Ronin series.!
Explore More

Comics
Star Trek: Defiant #1
Variant A (Unzueta)
Written by CHRISTOPHER CANTWELL;
Illustrated by ANGEL UNZUETA;
Colorist MARISSA LOUISE;
Cover Design or Artwork by
ANGEL UNZUETA

A brand-new series comes spinning
directly out of the hit Star Trek
comic book!
Someone is killing the gods. But
Benjamin Sisko’s Prophets-guided
dealings of the higher cosmos has
led him to forget about the very real
casualties on lower ground.
The enemy is a MAN, not a god.
And Worf of House Martok has put
together his own crew aboard the
U.S.S. Defiant in hopes of defeating
the dangerous messiah behind this
genocidal cult.
Star Trek: Defiant is the first
expansion of IDW’s exciting new
Star Trek initiative!

IDW’s new Star Trek initiative
expands with an exciting
new series!

Explore More
VARIANTS:

Star Trek: Defiant #1 Variant B (Ward)
Malachi Ward | 82771403137900121
Star Trek: Defiant #1 Variant C (Shalvey)
Declan Shalvey | 82771403137900131
Star Trek: Defiant #1 Variant D (Aja)
David Aja | 82771403137900141
Star Trek: Defiant #1 Variant E (Blank Variant)
82771403137900151
Star Trek: Defiant #1 Variant RI (25) (Unzueta)
Angel Unzueta | 82771403137900161
Star Trek: Defiant #1 Variant RI (50) (Johnson)
Daniel Warren Johnson | 82771403137900171
Star Trek: Defiant #1 Variant RI (100)
(Johnson)
Daniel Warren Johnson | 82771403137900181

82771403137900111
IDW PUBLISHING
$4.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/8
On Sale: 3/8/23 • FOC Date: 1/30/23
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Comics

Breath of Shadows #2 Variant A
(Cormack)

Dead Seas #3 Variant A
(Brokenshire)

Written by RICH DOUEK;
Illustrated by ALEX CORMACK;
Cover Design or Artwork by ALEX CORMACK

Written by CAVAN SCOTT;
Illustrated by NICK BROKENSHIRE;
Cover Design or Artwork by
NICK BROKENSHIRE

With Jimmy and the rest of his band at each
other’s throats, their anthropologist guides
wonder what sort of mess they’ve gotten
themselves into. But as the road into the jungle
becomes stranger and stranger, the crew will
quickly realize that these spoiled rock stars are
far from their biggest problem. Horrors beyond
all comprehension awaits in this journey into
the mouth of madness from Rich Douek and
Alex Cormack, the team behind Road of
Bones and Sea of Sorrows!
Explore More
VARIANTS:

Disaster has struck the RSV Perdition. Can Gus
and his chain gang put out the fire before the
ship sinks and the dead rise? The supernatural
adventure continues from Cavan Scott (Star
Wars: The High Republic, Titans United) and
Nick Brokenshire (Star Wars Adventures,
Cold Iron)!
Explore More
VARIANTS:

Dead Seas #3 Variant B (Anindito)
Ario Anindito | 82771403110200321
Dead Seas #3 Variant C (Lotay)
Tula Lotay | 82771403110200331

Breath of Shadows #2 Variant B (Barends)
Björn Barends | 82771403127000221
Breath of Shadows #2 Variant RI (10) (Quah)
Alan Quah | 82771403127000231

Covers may not be final
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82771403127000211

82771403110200311

IDW PUBLISHING

IDW PUBLISHING

$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/8
On Sale: 3/1/23 • FOC Date: 1/23/23

$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/8
On Sale: 2/22/23 • FOC Date: 1/16/23
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Comics

Earthdivers #5 Variant A
(Albuquerque)

Godzilla Rivals: Mothra Vs.
Titanosaurus Variant A (Wind)

Written by STEPHEN JONES;
Illustrated by DAVIDE GIANFELICE; Cover
Design or Artwork by RAFAEL ALBUQUERQUE;
Colorist JOANA LAFUENTE;
Letterer STEVE WANDS

Written by BLUE DELLAQUANTI;
Illustrated by FERIO WIND;
Cover Design or Artwork by FERIO WIND

Battered and bruised after a string of failed
attempts to stop the mission’s progress, Tad is
ready to admit that history will never change if
he doesn’t spill blood—and he’s too pissed off to
care about collateral damage anymore. But even
if he succeeds, his friends in 2112 look doomed
as Emily fights for her life at the cave and Sosh
confronts Yellow Kid about the unforgivable
origins of their plan to save the world.
Explore More
VARIANTS:

Earthdivers #5 Variant B (Turrill)
Tiffany Turrill | 82771403083900521
Earthdivers #5 Variant C (Campbell)
Aaron Campbell | 82771403083900531
Earthdivers #5 Variant D (Vaughan)
Heather Vaughan | 82771403083900541

A Mothra cocoon has washed ashore near a big
city, and a team of kaiju specialists has been
deployed to study it. Detecting an intruder on
its turf, Titanosaurus surfaces and closes in on
the cocoon, leveling anything in its way. The
scientists scramble to transport the cocoon
out of range in the hopes that it will pacify
Titanosaurus…and keep the cocoon from
hatching early.
Explore More
VARIANTS:

Godzilla Rivals: Mothra Vs. Titanosaurus Variant B
(Campbell)
Sophie Campbell | 82771403136200121
Godzilla Rivals: Mothra Vs. Titanosaurus Variant RI (10)
(Romero-Johnson)
G Romero-Johnson | 82771403136200131

Covers may not be final

82771403083900511

82771403136200111

IDW PUBLISHING

IDW PUBLISHING

$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/8
On Sale: 2/22/23 • FOC Date: 1/16/23

$7.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/8
On Sale: 3/8/23 • FOC Date: 1/30/23

PRHComics.com
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Comics

My Little Pony #10 Variant A
(Mebberson)
Written by CELESTE BRONFMAN;
Illustrated by AMY MEBBERSON;
Colorist HEATHER BRECKEL;
Cover Design or Artwork by AMY MEBBERSON

Armed with a message from the past, the ponies
think they finally have enough to take down
Discord. But they haven’t been this disconnected since before Equestria was reunified... Our
hooves are crossed that this story ends happily
ever after!
Explore More
VARIANTS:

My Little Pony #10 Variant B (JustaSuta)
JustaSuta | 82771403046401021
My Little Pony #10 Variant RI (10) (Forstner)
Trish Forstner | 82771403046401031

My Little Pony:
Classics Reimagined-Little Fillies
#4 Variant A (Ayoub)
Written by MEGAN BROWN;
Illustrated by JENNA AYOUB;
Colorist HEATHER BRECKEL;
Cover Design or Artwork by JENNA AYOUB

The Little Fillies adventure comes to a close,
and those definitely aren’t tears in my eyes. Meg
is studying magic in Canterlot, Amy is living it
up in the fashionable Las Pegasus, even Laurie
is thriving in Appleloosa. Jo, however, is still in
Orchard House and hating it. She decides to
set out on her own in search of something,
anything, to write about.
Explore More
VARIANTS:

My Little Pony: Classics Reimagined-Little Fillies #4
Variant B (Garbowska)
Agnes Garbowska | 82771403101000421
My Little Pony: Classics Reimagined-Little Fillies #4
Variant RI (10) (Bousamra )
Rose Bousamra | 82771403101000431

Covers may not be final
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82771403046401011

82771403101000411

IDW PUBLISHING

IDW PUBLISHING

$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/8
On Sale: 3/1/23 • FOC Date: 1/23/23
Recommended Ages: 9-12 years

$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/8
On Sale: 2/8/23 • FOC Date: 1/2/23
Recommended Ages: 9-12 years
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Comics

Sonic the Hedgehog #58
Variant A (Yardley)
Written by IAN FLYNN;
Illustrated by THOMAS ROTHLISBERGER;
Colorist MATT HERMS;
Cover Design or Artwork by TRACY YARDLEY

Sonic to Restoration HQ: Requesting backup
immediately!
The Eggperial City is too much for Sonic,
Tangle, Whisper, and Lanolin to handle on their
own, so it’s Tails, Amy, Silver, and Blaze to the
rescue! With two teams on the case, surely
victory will be achieved without a
hitch, right?!
Explore More
VARIANTS:

Sonic the Hedgehog #58 Variant B (Oz)
Abigail Oz | 82771401521805821
Sonic the Hedgehog #58 Variant RI (10) (Fourdraine)
Nathalie Fourdraine | 82771401521805831

Star Trek #5 Variant A (Rosanas)
Written by COLLIN KELLY and JACKSON
LANZING; Illustrated by RAMON ROSANAS;
Colorist LEE LOUGHRIDGE;
Cover Design or Artwork by RAMON ROSANAS

A fight for the fate of the universe has broken
out in the God City. Up against an enemy ship
that easily cracks the Theseus’ shields, the crew
staves off enemy interlopers while the Orb of
Destruction powers up with the Theseus in its
scope. Already facing the impossible, the crew
makes a shocking discovery that tests their
faith in the mission and each other.
Explore More
VARIANTS:

Star Trek #5 Variant B (Marron)
Eoin Marron | 82771403084600521
Star Trek #5 Variant C (De Martinis)
Louie de Martinis | 82771403084600531
Star Trek #5 Variant RI (10) (Rosanas)
Ramon Rosanas | 82771403084600541
Star Trek #5 Variant RI (25) (Simeone)
Stefano Simeone | 82771403084600551
Star Trek #5 Variant RI (50) (Simeone)
Stefano Simeone | 82771403084600561
Covers may not be final

82771401521805811

82771403084600511

IDW PUBLISHING

IDW PUBLISHING

$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/8
On Sale: 3/1/23 • FOC Date: 1/23/23
Recommended Ages: 9-12 years

$4.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/8
On Sale: 3/1/23 • FOC Date: 1/23/23
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Comics

Star Trek: Resurgence #4
Variant A (Hood)
Written by ANDREW GRANT and DAN MARTIN;
Illustrated by JOSH HOOD;
Colorist CHARLIE KIRCHOFF;
Cover Design or Artwork by JOSH HOOD

The chase is on! With the Talarians hot on their
tail, the Resolute crew has set course for Federation space in a desperate race against time. But
with the dilithium refining process keeping the
Resolute at impulse power, Solano is faced with
two options: spend time reinstalling the old
dilithium matrix or finish the refining process
and use Dr. Brahms’ new experimental matrix.
Don’t miss out on the penultimate lead into the
Star Trek: Resurgence game!
Explore More
VARIANTS:

Star Trek: Resurgence #4 Variant B (Smith)
Gavin Smith | 82771403105800421
Star Trek: Resurgence #4 Variant RI (10) (Hernandez)
Josh Hood | 82771403105800411

Star Trek: Strange New WorldsThe Illyrian Enigma #3
Variant A (Levens)
Written by KIRSTEN BEYER; Written by MIKE
JOHNSON; Illustrated by MEGAN LEVENS;
Colorist CHARLIE KIRCHOFF; Cover Design or
Artwork by MEGAN LEVENS

Captain Pike and the crew of the Enterprise
delve deeper into the mystery surrounding the
Illyrians! With the fate of Number One at stake, a
secret is revealed that will shake the Federation
to its core! Don’t miss this all-new series set
between seasons one and two of the hit
Paramount+ series Strange New Worlds!
Explore More
VARIANTS:

Star Trek: Strange New Worlds-The Illyrian Enigma #3
Variant B (Bartok)
Jake Bartok | 82771403113300321
Star Trek: Strange New Worlds-The Illyrian Enigma #3
Variant RI (10) (Price)
Mark Alvarado | 82771403113300331
Star Trek: Strange New Worlds-The Illyrian Enigma #3
Variant RI (25) (Price)
Andy Price | 82771403113300341

Covers may not be final
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82771403105800411

82771403113300311

IDW PUBLISHING

IDW PUBLISHING

$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/8
On Sale: 2/15/23 • FOC Date: 1/9/23

$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/8
On Sale: 2/15/23 • FOC Date: 1/9/23
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Comics

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles #137
Variant A (Pe)

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
#138 Variant A (Pe)

Written by SOPHIE CAMPBELL; Illustrated by
FERO PE; Colorist RONDA PATTISON;
Cover Design or Artwork by FERO PE

Written by SOPHIE CAMPBELL;
Illustrated by FERO PE;
Colorist RONDA PATTISON;
Cover Design or Artwork by FERO PE

Official Armageddon Game tie-in! Donnie’s
willing to do anything to defend his new friend
Triceraton Regenta Seri from Ch’rell’s Utrom
assassins, but some lines are not meant to be
crossed. Now, the crisis in Mutant Town has
escalated beyond anything Donnie could have
ever imagined and Ch’rell is taking matters into
his own hands. Amid the riots, Jennika helps
April, Lola, and Mona formulate a plan to expose
the truth about the mysterious Turtles posing
as the TMNT. All the while, the Rat King and his
allies revel in the glorious chaos they’ve created.
Explore More
VARIANTS:

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles #137
Variant B (Eastman & Campbell)
Kevin Eastman and Sophie Campbell | 82771400271313721
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles #137 Variant RI (10) (Gibson)
Jordan Gibson | 82771400271313731

The Mutant Town wall is compromised, and
Ch’rell’s forces have declared all-out war in
search of the young Triceraton Regenta, Seri.
And while our heroes need support more than
ever, the imposter Turtles have sowed distrust,
leaving the TMNT and their allies vulnerable on
all fronts. In an effort to quell the riots and
protect her clan, Jenny races to prove the real
Turtles’ innocence. It’s all-out war in this exciting
tie-in issue to the epic ARMAGEDDON GAME!
Explore More
VARIANTS:

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles #138 Variant B
(Eastman & Campbell)
Kevin Eastman and Sophie Campbell | 82771400271313821
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles #138 Variant RI (10) (Clarke)
Taurin Clarke | 82771400271313831

Covers may not be final

82771400271313711

82771400271313811

IDW PUBLISHING

IDW PUBLISHING

$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/8
On Sale: 2/8/23 • FOC Date: 1/2/23

$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/8
On Sale: 3/8/23 • FOC Date: 1/30/23
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Comics

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles:
Best of Krang Variant A (Biggie)

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: The
Armageddon Game #6 Variant A

Written by VARIOUS, VARIOUS;
Cover Design or Artwork by JAMES BIGGIE

Written by TOM WALTZ;
Illustrated by VINCENZO FEDERICI;
Colorist MATT HERMS; Cover Design or
Artwork by VINCENZO FEDERICI

From Dimension X to Earth and even beyond,
the legend of Krang is long reaching. He’s gone
from coward to conqueror, from warrior prince
to fallen emperor. He’s been hated and feared
and even revered. Delve into the history of one
of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles’ most
infamous adversaries in this collection of tales!
Explore More

As the Armageddon Game reaches its iniquitous
climax, the Rat King must take special care to
keep his masterfully woven tapestry of anarchy
from unraveling too quickly. Meanwhile, the
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles have regrouped
in the city and are ready to go on the offensive…
and this time they have reinforcements.
Explore More
VARIANTS:

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: The Armageddon Game
#6 Variant B
82771403078500621
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: The Armageddon Game
#6 Variant C
Kevin Eastman | 82771403078500641
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: The Armageddon Game
#6 Variant RI (10)
Pasquale Qualano | 82771403078500631

Covers may not be final
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82771403138600111

82771403078500611

IDW PUBLISHING

IDW PUBLISHING

$5.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/8
On Sale: 2/8/23 • FOC Date: 1/2/23

$4.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/8
On Sale: 3/1/23 • FOC Date: 1/23/23
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Comics

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: The
Armageddon Game-The Alliance
#5 Variant A (Mercado)
Written by PAUL ALLOR; Illustrated by
PABLO VERDUGO; Colorist GIGI DUTREIX;
Cover Design or Artwork by ROI MERCADO;
Cover Design or Artwork by WILLIAM SOARES

A team of imposter mutant ninja turtles,
puppeteered by the Rat King, have sown discord
across the city, turning everyone against the
real TMNT. Now, armed with a lead on the true
identities of the pretenders, April O’Neil is set on
turning the tide in this war of disinformation. To
uncover the truth, April must enter the smoldering ruins of TCRI—which was all but destroyed
by the fake TMNT—and to do that, she’ll need
the help of an old enemy…
Explore More
VARIANTS:

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: The Armageddon Game
-The Alliance #5 Variant B (Verdugo)
Pablo Verdugo and Gigi Dutreix | 82771403089100521
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: The Armageddon Game
-The Alliance #5 Variant RI (10) (Santolouco)
Mateus Santolouco | 82771403089100531

Covers may not be final

82771403089100511
IDW PUBLISHING
$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/8
On Sale: 3/1/23 • FOC Date: 1/23/23

PRHComics.com
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Graphic Novels
Going Remote
A Teacher’s Journey
Written by ADAM BESSIE
and PETER GLANTING

With Peter Glanting’s powerful
illustrations, author Adam Bessie,
an English professor and graphic
essayist, uses the unique historical
moment of the COVID-19 pandemic
as a catalyst to explore the existing
inequalities and student struggles
that plague the public education
system. This graphic memoir
chronicles the reverberations from
the onset of the pandemic in 2020
when students and educators left
their physical classrooms for
remote learning. As a professor at a
community college, Bessie shows
how despite these challenges,
teachers work tirelessly to create a
more equitable educational system
by responding to mental health
issues and student needs.
From the Black Lives Matter

A searingly honest graphic memoir
from a community college professor
caring for his students at the start
of the COVID-19 pandemic.

protests to fielding distressed
emails from students to considering the future of his own career,
Going Remote also tells the
personal story of Bessie’s cancer
diagnosis and treatment during
the pandemic. A fusion of memoir,
meditation, and scholarship, Going
Remote is a powerful account of a
crisis moment in educational
history demonstrating both

Cover may not be final

978-1-64421-270-7
SEVEN STORIES PRESS
$18.95 • Trade Paperback • 6 x 9
On Sale: 2/7/23 • FOC Date: 1/9/23
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personal and societal changes.
Explore More

Graphic Novels
INTERIOR SPRE ADS FROM

Going Remote

PRHComics.com
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Graphic Novels

Under the Banner of King Death
Pirates of the Atlantic, a Graphic Novel
Written by DAVID LESTER
and MARCUS REDIKER;
Illustrated by DAVID LESTER;
Edited by PAUL BUHLE

Featuring an African American fugitive from
bondage, an undercover woman, and ‘outcasts
of all nations,’ an arresting graphic exploration
of the resistance and radical vision of18th
century pirates.
A tale of mutiny, bloody battle, and social
revolution, Under the Banner of King Death
novelizes for the first time the real pirates, an
itinerant community of outsiders, behind our
legends. This graphic novel breaks new ground
in our understanding of piracy and pirate
culture, giving us more reasons to love the
rebellious and stouthearted marauders of
the high seas.

Birds of Prey:
The End of the Beginning
Written by SEAN McKEEVER;
Illustrated by NICOLA SCOTT

Their roster has included the likes of Black
Canary, the Huntress, Harley Quinn and Batgirl.
Fearsome fighting females who combat the
carrion infesting their city. Watch the Birds
of Prey soar.
A high-tech hazard threatens the streets of
Metropolis, and a mob boss recently “promoted”
is to blame. As the Birds lose control of the
situation, Metropolis’s other hero warns Oracle
about her future in the City of Tomorrow.
Then Oracle delves into the mystery of Misfit
while Lady Blackhawk and Huntress hash out
their differences! The Birds of Prey: The End of
the Beginning collects Birds of Prey #113-127
Explore More

Explore More

Covers may not be final
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978-0-8070-2398-3

978-1-77952-152-1

BEACON PRESS

DC COMICS

$17.95 • Trade Paperback • 7 x 10
On Sale: 2/7/23 • FOC Date: 1/9/23

$39.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 5/8 x 10 3/16
On Sale: 2/21/23 • FOC Date: 1/2/23
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Graphic Novels

Batman: Detective Comics Vol. 1:
The Neighborhood
Written by MARIKO TAMAKI;
Illustrated by DAN MORA

Introducing Mr. Worth! When his daughter is
killed during the brutal crime wave gripping
Gotham City, eight-foot-tall stack of muscle
and money Roland Worth sets out on a path of
revenge toward the prime suspect in the crime:
Batman! The Dark Knight has been framed for
murder, and to make matters worse, this grisly
deed seems to be connected to yet another
emerging villainous force on the horizon. It’s a
rogues gallery explosion, and this time there’s
no mansion on the hill for Bruce Wayne to
mount his counterattack from!

Batman: The Detective
Written by TOM TAYLOR;
Illustrated by ANDY KUBERT

A horrific tragedy in the United Kingdom sends
a very personal and deadly message to the
Dark Knight—one that will draw Batman out of
Gotham City to investigate! From the moment
he lands in Europe, Batman will face a difficult
investigation and unheard-of adversaries and
find the assistance of a partner once more—all
in the hunt for the villain known as Equilibrium!
New villains! New allies! A thrilling overseas
adventure begins for the Dark Knight!
Collects Batman: The Detective #1-6.
Explore More

Includes Detective Comics #1034–1039.
Explore More

Covers may not be final

978-1-77951-986-3

978-1-77951-987-0

DC COMICS

DC COMICS

$19.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 5/8 x 10 3/16
On Sale: 2/21/23 • FOC Date: 1/2/23

$19.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 5/8 x 10 3/16
On Sale: 2/21/23 • FOC Date: 1/2/23
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Graphic Novels

The Joker Vol. 3
Written by JAMES TYNION IV and SAM JOHNS;
Illustrated by GIUSEPPE CAMUNCOLI

Following the harrowing events of Batman:
The Killing Joke, the course of James Gordon’s
life—and that of his family’s—was forever
changed! But what happened when Gordon’s
path again crossed with The Joker’s…
Harper Row has successfully gotten Punchline’s
former friend, Kelly Ness, out of Blackgate. What
Kelly reveals about Punchline’s past and true
nature will change her criminal case forever, but
will Harper and Leslie Thompkins be able to
protect her from Punchline’s loyalists?
Explore More

Superman: Action Comics Vol. 3:
Warworld Revolution
Written by PHILLIP KENNEDY JOHNSON;
Illustrated by DANIEL SAMPERE

As the Warworld Saga reaches a breaking point,
battle lines are drawn between the two towering
forces at odds: Mongul and Superman.
Superman has become a force to be reckoned
with inside Warworld’s arena, and Mongul
questions his decision to keep his enemies alive.
As Superman’s new Phaelosian ally Kryl-Ux
teaches him new ways to fight without powers,
he starts to win Warzoons over to his cause…
but someone within his inner circle finds their
allegiances tested. Meanwhile, the elusive
Midnighter uses his talents to find the missing
members of the Authority.
Explore More

Covers may not be final
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978-1-77951-985-6

978-1-77951-988-7

DC COMICS

DC COMICS

$24.99 • Hardcover • 6 5/8 x 10 3/16
On Sale: 2/21/23 • FOC Date: 1/2/23

$19.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 5/8 x 10 3/16
On Sale: 2/28/23 • FOC Date: 1/2/23
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Graphic Novels

Batman: The Imposter
Written by MATTSON TOMLIN;
Illustrated by ANDREA SORRENTINO

A unique new vision of Gotham, built to be
the logical next step for fans of the 2022 film
THE BATMAN!
Bruce Wayne’s mission as the Batman has only
been underway for a year or so, but he can tell
he’s making a difference in this city. Unfortunately, he’s made some powerful enemies–and
not just among the colorful maniacs called
“super-villains.” All the traditional power brokers
of Gotham resent the disruption the Batman
has brought to town… and it seems one of them
has a plan to neutralize him.
Explore More

Doom Patrol by Gerard Way
and Nick Derington:
The Deluxe Edition
Written by GERARD WAY;
Illustrated by NICK DERINGTON

The Doom Patrol will go on an epic road trip
around the solar system, facing off against the
unusual and bizarre including the fanatical
fitness fiends of planet Orbius and the Marathon Eternal. Big changes are coming for these
unusual heroes, including Robotman coming to
terms with his new life as a human.
This collection includes Doom Patrol #1-12
(2016-2018) and tales from Doom Patrol Vol. 2:
Nada, Doom Patrol: Weight of the Worlds #1-7!
Explore More

Covers may not be final

978-1-77951-989-4

978-1-77952-138-5

DC COMICS

DC COMICS

$19.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 5/8 x 10 3/16
On Sale: 2/28/23 • FOC Date: 1/2/23

$49.99 • Hardcover • 7 1/16 x 10 7/8
On Sale: 2/28/23 • FOC Date: 1/2/23
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Graphic Novels

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles:
The Ultimate Collection Volume 7

The Rocketeer: The Great Race

Written by KEVIN EASTMAN and PETER LAIRD

Ace stunt pilot Cliff Secord has returned from
his New York adventure to a West Coast steeped
in paranoia over the looming war in Europe.
Having finally had enough of his near-death
scrapes as the high-flying Rocketeer, the only
thing in Cliff’s crosshairs is the Great Race: a
prestigious, winner-take-all air race that runs
from California to France!

All the covers and development art from the
earliest days of Mirage Studios in one archival
collection with notes from co-creator
Kevin Eastman!
From finished pieces to the the original sketches,
pencils, inks, and paintings, including behindthe-scenes insights and never-before-seen
works made available through the incredible
archives of Kevin Eastman and Peter Laird!
Also includes photos from the early days in
the original studio and appearances at conventions. A must-have volume for Turtles fans
and collectors.
Explore More

Written by STEPHEN MOONEY

As a bonus, this book also contains an oral
history, featuring Dave Stevens’ friends and
fellow artists, culled together by Kelvin Mao,
longtime friend of Stevens and the director
of the forthcoming documentary on the
beloved artist!
Explore More

Covers may not be final
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978-1-68405-388-9

978-1-68405-944-7

IDW PUBLISHING

IDW PUBLISHING

$49.99 • Hardcover • 8 1/4 x 12
On Sale: 2/21/23 • FOC Date: 1/16/23

$17.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 5/8 x 10 3/16
On Sale: 2/21/23 • FOC Date: 1/16/23
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Graphic Novels

The Phantom Scientist

Ashes

Written by ROBIN COUSIN;
Translated by EDWARD GAUVIN

Written by ÁLVARO ORTIZ

A mind-bending graphic novel that teases
devious thrills from the mysteries of
systems theory.
When Stéphane’s neighbors, a discouraged
linguist and a computer scientist bent on
predicting the future, discover that the missing
researcher may have solved the P versus NP
problem—a coup in computer science with
revolutionary implications for everything from
mathematics to philosophy—before vanishing,
things turn stranger still, and even more
menacing. Solving the mystery of the Institute
and its devolution into mayhem and violence
every seventh year quickly shifts from being
an intellectual exercise to a matter of life
and death.

Three old friends reunite for the mother of all
road trips! One of Spain’s most brilliant graphic
novelists finally makes his English-language
debut in this elegantly unpredictable gem.
Polly, Moho, and Piter haven’t seen each other
in years. Now they’ve piled into a car for a
loooong journey to a mysterious cross marked
on a map. All their old personality quirks and
conflicts are resurrected with new wrinkles as
this surreal reunion gets underway. Up ahead
are car chases, alcohol, roadside motels,
banjo-playing thugs, a ship graveyard, violence,
sensual tension, and, of course, a monkey!
Explore More

Explore More

Covers may not be final

978-0-262-04786-9

978-1-60309-517-4

THE MIT PRESS

TOP SHELF PRODUCTIONS

$24.95 • Hardcover • 8 1/2 x 11
On Sale: 2/21/23 • FOC Date: 1/23/23

$19.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 x 9
On Sale: 2/7/23 • FOC Date: 1/2/23
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Kids & YA
Hilo Book 9: Gina and
the Last City on Earth
Written by JUDD WINICK

Gina, D.J., and Hilo are back with an
epic time-turning adventure in the
New York Times bestselling graphic
novel series that kids and critics love!
Sometimes the world needs to be
saved and there’s only one person
brave enough to do it. This time . . .
that person is Gina. With the help
of D.J., Hilo, one warrior cat, one
warrior cat’s annoying little brother,
one flying Bearacat, lots of magic,
lots of action, lots of laughs, and a
whole world that believes in her,
Gina is ready to save the world
once and for all!
Prepare for a Hilo with more twists,
more turns, more monsters, and
more shocking surprises than ever
before--because sometimes we all
need to be reminded who we’ve
always been.

“An action-packed page-turner
with heart!” —Dav Pilkey,
author of DOG MAN

Cover may not be final

978-0-593-48809-6
RANDOM HOUSE BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS
$13.99 • Hardcover • 5 1/2 x 8 1/4
On Sale: 2/28/23 • FOC Date: 1/30/23
Recommended Ages: 8-12 years
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Explore More

Kids & YA
INTERIOR SPRE ADS FROM

Hilo Book 9: Gina and the Last City on Earth
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Kids & YA

DK Super Readers Level 3
Marvel Ant-Man and The Wasp
Save the Day!
Written by JULIA MARCH

Combining DK’s four-level reading program
with the ever-popular Marvel comics, this book
will help kids learn how to read—and learn to
love reading.
Being small doesn’t mean you can’t make a
mighty difference. Meet Scott Lang and Janet
Van Dyne who team up to form the pocket-sized
Avengers: Ant-Man and The Wasp!
Learn to read and join in the action as this tiny
but unstoppable team takes on their enemies
and saves the world!

She-Hulk Little Golden Book
(Marvel)

Written by JENEANNE DEBOIS;
Illustrated by GOLDEN BOOKS

The Incredible Hulk’s cousin SHE-HULK stars
in her first ever Little Golden Book!
The mighty the green-skinned She-Hulk takes
on super villains with brains and brawn while
her alter-ego lawyer Jennifer Walters defends
Super Heroes in courts of law. Boys and girls
ages 2 to 5 will love learning about She-Hulk’s
super strength and amazing abilities as well as
her friends and foes in this Little Golden Book.
Explore More

Explore More

Also Available in Hardcover

Covers may not be final
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978-0-7440-7987-6

978-0-593-57099-9

DK CHILDREN

GOLDEN BOOKS

$4.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 7/8 x 9
On Sale: 2/21/23 • FOC Date: 1/23/23
Recommended Ages: 5-7 years

$5.99 • Hardcover • 6 5/8 x 8
On Sale: 2/7/23 • FOC Date: 1/9/23
Recommended Ages: 2-5 years
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Kids & YA

Super Pancake

The Art of Getting Noticed #1

(A Graphic Novel)

A Graphic Novel

Written by MEGAN WAGNER LLOYD;
Illustrated by ABHI ALWAR

Written by CHELSEA M. CAMPBELL;
Illustrated by LAURA KNETZGER

Life in Breakfast Town is pretty uneventful for
Peggy Pancake. Her parents are always on her
case, she’s stuck in her perfect brother’s shadow,
and she just can’t seem to avoid the Bacon
Bullies at school. That is until one day, after an
accidental mixup, Peggy finds herself with
superhero abilities. . . . Now Peggy can flip!
She can fight! She can FLY!

Bigfoot is having trouble fitting in with his
family. He can never quite manage to get
himself into the picture, much to the disappointment of his mom, dad, and sister, who
always want to be in the spotlight. When he
meets Nessie, who’s equally desperate to get
away from the cameras, he begins to ask
himself the ultimate question: What’s the
price of fame after all?

With the help of her new friend, Luc Croissant,
Peggy must master her newfound skills. But
danger is lurking in the Maple Mountains, where
the evil Dr. Breakfast Sandwich and his wicked
Henchtoasts are plotting something sinister.
Explore More

Also Available in Hardcover

Big-hearted and clever, The Art of Getting
Noticed by Chelsea M. Campbell and Laura
Knetzger invites us to explore our most tender
selves through friendship and creativity—and
have quite a bit of fun in between!
Explore More

Covers may not be final

978-0-593-37847-2

978-0-593-38572-2

KNOPF BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS

PENGUIN WORKSHOP

$7.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 1/2 x 8
On Sale: 2/14/23 • FOC Date: 1/16/23
Recommended Ages: 7-10 years

$12.99 • Hardcover • 6 1/2 x 8 1/2
On Sale: 2/7/23 • FOC Date: 1/9/23
Recommended Ages: 6-9 years
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Kids & YA

The Quest Begins

Heroes Unite!

Adapted by MATT HUNTLEY;
Illustrated by ALAN BATSON

Written by NICOLE JOHNSON;
Illustrated by ALAN BATSON

This storybook is based on the film Dungeons &
Dragons: Honor Among Thieves—in theaters
March 3, 2023!

This Step 3 Step into Reading leveled reader is
based on the film Dungeons & Dragons: Honor
Among Thieves—in theaters March 3, 2023!

Dungeons & Dragons: Honor Among Thieves is
an upcoming high-fantasy heist film based on
the popular role-playing game! Co-written and
co-directed by Jonathan Goldstein and John
Francis Daley (Spider-Man: Homecoming,
Game Night), and produced by Jeremy Latcham (Spider-Man: Homecoming, Guardians of
the Galaxy), the film stars Chris Pine, Michelle
Rodriguez, Hugh Grant, Regé-Jean Page,
Justice Smith, and Sophia Lillis. Kids ages 3 to 7
will love this storybook based on the film!

Co-written and co-directed by Jonathan
Goldstein and John Francis Daley (Spider-Man:
Homecoming, Game Night), and produced by
Jeremy Latcham (Spider-Man: Homecoming,
Guardians of the Galaxy), the film stars Chris
Pine, Michelle Rodriguez, Hugh Grant, RegéJean Page, Justice Smith, and Sophia Lillis. Kids
ages 5 to 8 will love this Step 3 Step into Reading
leveled reader based on the feature film.

(Dungeons & Dragons:
Honor Among Thieves)

(Dungeons & Dragons:
Honor Among Thieves)

Explore More

Explore More

Covers may not be final
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978-0-593-64793-6

978-0-593-64790-5

RANDOM HOUSE BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS

RANDOM HOUSE BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS

$5.99 • Trade Paperback • 8 x 8
On Sale: 2/7/23 • FOC Date: 1/9/23
Recommended Ages: 3-7 years

$5.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 x 9
On Sale: 2/7/23 • FOC Date: 1/9/23
Recommended Ages: 5-8 years
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Kids & YA

Dungeons & Dragons: Honor
Among Thieves: The Junior
Novelization (Dungeons & Dragons:

Dungeons & Dragons: Honor
Among Thieves: The Deluxe Junior
Novelization (Dungeons & Dragons:

Written by DAVID LEWMAN

Written by DAVID LEWMAN

This paperback junior novelization retells the
exciting story of Dungeons & Dragons: Honor
Among Thieves–arriving in theaters March 3,
2023. The book features a full-color 8-page
insert with images from the film!

This deluxe junior novelization retells the exciting
story of Dungeons & Dragons: Honor Among
Thieves–arriving in theaters March 3, 2023.

Honor Among Thieves)

Dungeons & Dragons: Honor Among Thieves is
an upcoming high-fantasy heist film based on
the popular role-playing game! The film is retold
in this paperback junior novelization, perfect for
children ages 8 to 12, and includes a full-color
insert with pictures from the movie!

Honor Among Thieves)

Dungeons & Dragons: Honor Among Thieves is
an upcoming high-fantasy heist film based on
the popular role-playing game! The feature film
is retold in this hardcover deluxe junior novelization, perfect for children ages 8 to 12, and
includes a full-color eight-page insert and
a poster!
Explore More

Explore More

Covers may not be final

978-0-593-64795-0

978-0-593-64797-4

RANDOM HOUSE BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS

RANDOM HOUSE BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS

$7.99 • Digest • 5 3/16 x 7 5/8
On Sale: 2/7/23 • FOC Date: 1/9/23
Recommended Ages: 8-12 years

$10.99 • Hardcover • 5 3/16 x 7 5/8
On Sale: 2/7/23 • FOC Date: 1/9/23
Recommended Ages: 8-12 years
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Kids & YA

Dungeons & Dragons: Honor
Among Thieves: The Druid’s Call

Benjamin Bear in Brain Storms!

Written by E. K. JOHNSTON

Written by PHILIPPE COUDRAY

Discover Doric’s powerful druid origins in
this thrilling young adult prequel to the film
Dungeons & Dragons: Honor Among Thieves.

Benjamin Bear can always surprise his friends,
whether it’s by walking on his hands during a
snowstorm or by using a tree as a parachute.
This unassuming bear may at first seem
down-to-earth, but his ideas are always out of
this world. His zany approach to life has earned
him two Eisner Award nominations and
bestseller status among kids everywhere. In the
third book about Benjamin’s adventures, author
Philippe Coudray continues to delight readers
by bending the rules of common sense and
breaking the laws of physics. Pull up a chair,
grab a friend, and open your mind—today’s
forecast is for BRAIN STORMS!

Explore More

TOON Level 2

Explore More

Covers may not be final
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978-0-593-59816-0

978-1-66266-501-1

RANDOM HOUSE WORLDS

TOON BOOKS

$19.99 • Hardcover • 5 1/2 x 8 1/4
On Sale: 2/7/23 • FOC Date: 1/9/23
Recommended Ages: 12 and up

$7.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 x 9
On Sale: 2/7/23 • FOC Date: 1/9/23
Recommended Ages: 5-7 years
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Kids & YA

Benjamin Bear in Bright Ideas!
TOON Level 2

Skull Cat (Book One):
Skull Cat and the Curious Castle

Written by PHILIPPE COUDRAY

Written by NORMAN SHURTLIFF

Our favorite fuzzy friend, the idiosyncratic
Benjamin Bear, returns with a whole new set
of problems to solve.

Even though the castle is an eerie place, full of
dark secrets, Scully is excited to start his new
job and prove himself to be a great gardener.
But wait a minute… what happened to all his
co-workers? Were they devoured by bloodthirsty
vampires? Spooked by a love-struck ghost?
Pranked by a comic-reading goblin? Enchanted
by a sleepy sorcerer? Will Scully have to become
the hero and uncover the truth behind Le Dark
Chateau? He never signed up for this!!

Knitting a sheep a sweater? Visiting a fish’s
underwater house? Soaring down a staircase on
a square-wheeled bicycle? These could only be
the predicaments of beloved character Benjamin Bear! Our favorite fuzzy friend returns with
a whole new set of problems to solve—but when
it comes to Benjamin Bear, the solutions may
cause just as much trouble.
Explore More

Middle-grade readers who love fantasy and
spooky adventure will treasure Norman Shurtliff’s debut graphic novel like a magical gem.
Explore More

Covers may not be final

978-1-66266-502-8

978-1-60309-519-8

TOON BOOKS

TOP SHELF PRODUCTIONS

$7.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 x 9
On Sale: 2/7/23 • FOC Date: 1/9/23
Recommended Ages: 5-7 years

$14.99 • Trade Paperback • 7 x 9
On Sale: 2/21/23 • FOC Date: 1/16/23
Recommended Ages: 9-12 years
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Kids & YA

The Last Comics on Earth

Nayra and the Djinn

Written by MAX BRALLIER
and JOSHUA PRUETT;
Illustrated by JAY COOPER
and DOUGLAS HOLGATE

Written by IASMIN OMAR ATA;
Illustrated by IASMIN OMAR ATA

From Max Brallier comes a full-color graphic
novel spin-off series based on the bestselling
Last Kids on Earth!
Jack, Quint, June, and Dirk are about to face a
challenge unlike any they’ve faced before . . .
At their local comic book store, the kids make a
startling discovery: they’ve read every last issue
of their favorite comic, Z-Man, and no new issues
are coming...ever! (Thanks a lot, apocalypse.).
Our heroes have but one choice: continue
Z-Man’s legacy by writing and illustrating THEIR
OWN COMIC BOOK! Step one? Knock off their
beloved Z-Man and cast themselves as super
rad, super goofy, superhero protectors of the
mysterious city of Apocalyptia.

Nothing is going right for Nayra Mansour.
There’s the constant pressure from her strict
family, ruthless bullying from her classmates,
and exhausting friendship demands from Rami
–the only other Muslim girl at school. Nayra has
had enough. Just when she’s considering
transferring schools to escape it all, a mysterious djinn named Marjan appears.
In this beautifully illustrated graphic novel,
Iasmin Omar Ata has created a realistic
coming-of-age story with an enchanting dose
of the fantastical about strength, identity, and,
most of all, friendship.
Explore More

Also Available in Hardcover

Explore More

Covers may not be final
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978-0-593-52677-4

978-0-593-11712-5

VIKING BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS

VIKING BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS

$14.99 • Hardcover • 5 1/2 x 8 1/4
On Sale: 4/25/23 • FOC Date: 3/27/23
Recommended Ages: 8-12 years

$13.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 1/2 x 8 1/4
On Sale: 2/28/23 • FOC Date: 1/30/23
Recommended Ages: 10 and up
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Manga

Mature Themes

Mature Themes

Prose

Prose

Thousand Autumns:
Qian Qiu (Novel) Vol. 1

Stars of Chaos: Sha Po Lang
(Novel) Vol. 1

Written by MENG XI SHI

Written by PRIEST

The beloved danmei/Boys’ Love wuxia novel
series from China that inspired the donghua
(animated series) streaming in English!

The steampunk danmei/Boys’ Love novels from
China that inspired multimedia adaptations–
written by Priest, the author behind live-action
hits Guardian and Word of Honor!

When a fight leaves Shen Qiao injured, blind,
and with hazy memories, Yan Wushi takes in the
defeated sect leader with a dark plan: test the
limits of the man’s patience and faith in others
to lure him onto the demonic path. Little does
he know that he is about to meet the first
immovable force of his life, and that two hearts
can connect in unexpected ways. With the
passing of a thousand autumns, who can
stay eternal?
The Seven Seas English-language edition will
include exclusive, all-new covers and interior
illustrations.

The discovery of violet gold, a vital fuel for
steam-powered machines, propelled Great
Liang into an age of prosperity. But for Chang
Geng, a young man raised on the impoverished
northern frontier, the concerns of the empire
are as distant as the stars above. When raiders
from the north attack Chang Geng’s small village,
he discovers that the life he knows is a lie.
The Seven Seas English-language edition will
include exclusive, all-new covers and new
interior illustrations.
Explore More

Explore More

Covers may not be final

978-1-63858-932-7

978-1-63858-931-0

SEVEN SEAS

SEVEN SEAS

$19.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 7/8 x 8 1/4
On Sale: 2/28/23 • FOC Date: 1/30/23

$19.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 7/8 x 8 1/4
On Sale: 3/7/23 • FOC Date: 2/13/23
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Manga
The Yakuza’s Bias 1
Written by TEKI YATSUDA

A yakuza enforcer becomes the
gang world’s biggest K-pop stan in
this cult comedy manga that went
from webcomic to sleeper hit in
Japan! Perfect for fans of Way of
the Househusband, Phantom of
the Idol, or Spy x Family.
Takeru is one of the top lieutenants
in the feared yakuza outfit the
Oshio-gumi. He lives his life by the
code of the Japanese underworld,
where nothing is more important
than loyalty, and ties between
soldiers and their aniki are
sacred bonds.
Takeru’s never had time for hobbies...
until the boss’s only daughter
Megumi drags him to a K-pop
concert, and he sees the glittering,
charismatic Jun for the first time.
Smitten like a new recruit on his
first job, Takeru plunges into fandom

Don’t miss this cult hit comedy
manga, which went from online
sensation to print bestseller!

Cover may not be final

978-1-64651-801-2
KODANSHA COMICS
$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 3/4 x 8 3/16
On Sale: 5/16/23 • FOC Date: 1/2/23
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with the solemnity and passion
only a true man who walks the way
of the yakuza could muster.
Explore More

Manga
INTERIOR SPRE ADS FROM

The Yakuza’s Bias 1
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Manga

Am I Actually the Strongest? 3
(Manga)
Written by AI TAKAHASHI;
Created by SAI SUMIMORI

This fast and funny action isekai manga about a
newborn whose power is literally unfathomable
is perfect for fans of My Unique Skill Makes Me
OP Even at Level 1 and The Abandoned Reincarnation Sage. Already a digital hit, the fan
favorite comes to print!
To be reincarnated into another world with the
promise of a “cheat” power is one thing. But to
be reborn as a baby, and then left for dead after
your royal parents think you’re powerless? That’s
another thing entirely! Now the newly-born
Reinhart-Hart to his new friends-must find his
way through a dangerous world...but luckily he’s
got magic that’s quite literally off the charts!

As a Reincarnated Aristocrat,
I’ll Use My Appraisal Skill to
Rise in the World 5 (manga)
Written by NATSUMI INOUE,
JIMMY, and MIRAIJIN A

As the new baron of Lamberg, Ars vows to honor
his late father’s wishes by siding with Prince
Couran in the Summerforthian war of succession, even as the nearby county of Plena backs
Couran’s younger brother, Prince Basmarck.
When Ars’s spy intercepts a letter showing that
one of Lamberg’s allies is colluding with Plena,
House Louvent’s plans are thrown into disarray.
But could there be more to this letter than
meets the eye?
Explore More

Explore More

Covers may not be final
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BAKEMONOGATARI (manga) 18

Grand Blue Dreaming 19

Written by NISIOISIN;
Illustrated by OH!GREAT

Created by KENJI INOUE;
Written by KIMITAKE YOSHIOKA

“Newcomers and existing fans alike will enjoy
diving into the world of Monogatari and meeting
the delightful cast of characters. If you’re yet to
experience this series in any form then this is the
perfect time to climb aboard!” —Anime UK News

After graduating from an all-boys’ high school,
Iori Kitahara moves away from home to go to
college in a seaside town. He’s eager to start a
new chapter in his life—one filled with dreams of
reinventing himself, meeting beautiful girls, and
reveling in his youth. But when his new abode
is his uncle’s dive shop, Iori’s college debut
doesn’t turn out as glamorously as he planned!
Can Iori keep himself afloat, or will the boozefueled antics of his university’s diving club
wash him away?!

One day, high-school student Koyomi Araragi
catches a girl named Hitagi Senjougahara when
she trips. But—much to his surprise—she
doesn’t weigh anything. At all. She says an
encounter with a so-called “crab” took away all
her weight...
Explore More

Explore More

Covers may not be final
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I’m Standing on a Million Lives 14

In the Clear Moonlit Dusk 4

Written by NAOKI YAMAKAWA;
Illustrated by AKINARI NAO

Written by MIKA YAMAMORI

The provocative action manga that’s about to
become a major anime! A teenage loner gets
transported into a fantasy world with his two
scary female classmates. The girls find themselves as a wizard and a warrior, but he’s woken
up as... a farmer?! How will be become a hero
now? A new fantasy perfect for fans of Sword
Art Online and That Time I Got Reincarnated
as a Slime!
Explore More

Yoi Takiguchi’s long legs, deep voice, and
handsome face are the perfect recipe for an
attractive guy—until people realize she is, in
fact, a girl. Dubbed a “prince” by her peers since
childhood, Yoi has all but given up on being
seen as anything else. That is, until she bumps
into Ichimura-sempai, the school’s other prince
(who’s a he) and gets a taste of what it feels like
to be seen for her true self. The story of the two
high school princes starts here!
Explore More

Covers may not be final
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Lovesick Ellie 10
Written by FUJIMOMO

At her high school, she’s Eriko Ichimura, the girl
so boring no one remembers she exists. But
online, she’s “Lovesick Ellie,” a brash and lusty
alternate persona with quite a viral following!
Ellie’s favorite pastime? Spying on her handsome and perfect classmate Ohmi and spinning wild fantasies in the form of very thirsty
tweets. But one day, quite by accident, Eriko
learns that Ohmi isn’t as perfect as she thought...
and he discovers her secret to boot! What’s
ahead for this two-faced boy and pervy girl?

Miss Miyazen would Love
to Get Closer to You 4
Written by AKITAKA

Sakura Miyazen and Shota Matsubayashi are
two classmates that are polar opposites: Miyazen,
the high-class pretty girl, and Matsubayashi,
the scary-looking delinquent guy. Oblivious to
each other’s feelings, they actually want to
get to know each other but can’t seem to
communicate properly!
Explore More

Explore More

Covers may not be final
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Light Novel

My Unique Skill Makes Me OP
Even at Level 1 vol 2 (light novel)

Orient 15

Written by NAZUNA MIKI;
Illustrated by SUBACHI

The new shonen action manga from the creator
of Magi is here! Musashi is a teenager living
under demon rule. As children, he and his best
friend made a promise: to become the greatest
warriors in the world and overthrow the demons.
But life intervenes, and five years later, he finds
himself about to become a miner. Yet can
Musashi truly be satisfied with a “normal” life?

Ryota Sato gets the surprise of his life when
he’s suddenly transported into another world
and nearly clobbered at the hands of the young,
pretty adventurer Emily Brown. This new world
revolves around defeating monsters and
profiting off whatever they drop—food, money,
items, and more. Unfortunately for Ryota, he
has no skills to speak of...until he learns he has
otherworldly drop luck that brings him neverbefore-seen items! Suddenly his luck turns
around...or does it?

Written by SHINOBU OHTAKA

Explore More

Explore More

Covers may not be final
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Peach Boy Riverside 11
Written by COOLKYOUSINNJYA;
Illustrated by JOHANNE

There’s demon-slaying action galore in this
stylish update to a Japanese folktale from the
creator of Miss Kobayashi’s Dragon Maid! The
rambunctious, teenage Princess Saltherine is
fed up with being trapped behind high walls
and engineers an escape. But this world is full
of monsters both human and otherwise, and
it could be Sally herself is one of them...
Read the series that inspired the anime!
Explore More

Quality Assurance
in Another World 2
Written by MASAMICHI SATO

You think you’re living a quiet life in the countryside. Then, one day, a dragon shows up, and
everything changes—not because of the
fire-breathing serpent, but because of Haga,
the man who shows up and “debugs” the
situation. Can it be that your life is nothing like
what you thought? And what, exactly, is “QA?”
A thrilling isekai action fantasy from a fresh,
new perspective!
Explore More

Covers may not be final
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The Surgery Room

Toppu GP 11

Maiden’s Bookshelf

Written by KOSUKE FUJISHIMA

Written by KYOKA IZUMI;
Illustrated by HONOJIROTOWOJI

Toppu faces off against his rival Takadai in his
first race on a wet track, but a mishap on the
track puts them both in last place. Each boy is
trying to claw his way back into contention for
the victory, but when it comes down to the last
corner, who will have bested both his opponent
and the road racer’s greatest enemy: the rain?

Another spectacular collaboration between a
literary giant and the illustrator of Touken Ranbu!
The Maiden’s Bookshelf series continues with
this eerie classic from the great Izumi Kyoka.
”But you couldn’t have known!” A mysterious
encounter in the surgery room leads back down
the paths of memory, after a young woman
refuses anaesthetic to protect her secret... Izumi
Kyoka’s 1895 classic is a mysterious, wrenching
tale of doomed love.

Explore More

Explore More

Covers may not be final
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Mature Themes

Twilight Out of Focus 1

Vampire Dormitory 11

Written by JYANOME

Written by EMA TOYAMA

Second-years Mao Tsuchiya and Hisashi Otomo
make three promises: 1) That Mao will never tell
anyone that Hisashi is gay and has a boyfriend,
2) That Hisashi will never think of Mao “in that
way,” and 3) That they’ll always knock before
entering, in case someone is having some
“private time.” The two’s ground rules should
ensure a peaceful life together in their dorm,
but life is never as simple as it should be, and
some things are not so easily promised...

“I’ll do it! I’ll become your thrall!” A crossdressing
girl and an otaku vampire find themselves
entangled in a dangerous relationship. Don’t
miss this heart-pounding romance from the
award-winning Ema Toyama, perfect for fans
of Crimson Spell, Black Bird, and He’s My
Only Vampire!
Explore More

Explore More

Covers may not be final
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What Did You Eat Yesterday? 20
Written by FUMI YOSHINAGA

A hard-working middle-aged gay couple in
Tokyo come to enjoy the finer moments of life
through food. After long days at work, either in
the law firm or the hair salon, Shiro and Kenji
will always have down time together by the
dinner table, where they can discuss their
troubles, hash out their feelings and enjoy
delicately prepared home cooked meals!
Explore More

When Will Ayumu
Make His Move? 11
Written by SOICHIRO YAMAMOTO

The new will they-won’t they romance from the
creator of Teasing Master Takagi-san is here!
Ayumu is in love with his senpai Yaotome, but
he’s sworn not to confess his feelings until he
can beat her at the board game shogi... The
problem is, his love is obvious to Yaotome, and
she can’t stop trying to trick him into breaking
his vow! Fall in love again, fans of Don’t Toy With
Me, Miss Nagatoro, Komi Can’t Communicate,
and Shikimori’s Not Just a Cutie!
Explore More

Covers may not be final
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Whisper Me a Love Song 7
Written by EKU TAKESHIMA

Bubbly, energetic first-year high school student
Himari falls head over heels for her senpai Yori
after hearing her band perform on the first day
of school. Himari tells Yori she just loves her,
and, to Himari’s surprise, Yori says she loves
Himari back! But when Himari realizes that she
and her senpai are feeling two different kinds
of love, she begins to ask herself what “love”
really means...
Explore More

Wotakoi: Love Is Hard for Otaku
Official Art Works (English)
Written by FUJITA

The official art book of the bestselling manga
series that inspired the hit anime! Includes over
100 pages of exclusive color artwork and
behind-the-scenes details never before seen
in English.
Are you an otaku in love with Wotakoi? Complete
your collection with the official art book based
on Wotakoi: Love Is Hard for Otaku. Includes
concept art and color illustrations not available
anywhere else, plus lengthy interviews with the
author Fujita about creating the characters
and story, premiering the comic online, and
Wotakoi’s long journey to becoming an
international bestseller.
Explore More

Covers may not be final
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7th Time Loop: The Villainess
Enjoys a Carefree Life Married to
Her Worst Enemy! (Manga) Vol. 3
Written by TOUKO AMEKAWA;
Illustrated by HINOKI KINO;
Contributions by WAN HACHIPISU

Reincarnation drama gets sent into overdrive in
this tale full of romance and scheming—and
don’t miss the original light novels, also from
Seven Seas!
Every time Rishe turns twenty, she dies and is
reincarnated to the day she gets dumped. She
has been a merchant, an apothecary, and even
a maid. For her seventh life, she has one goal:
to live a long and lazy life. But then she gets a
marriage proposal from the Crown Prince–the
man who killed her in her previous life as a
knight. Despite her determination to avoid
drama, here she goes again!

Anti-Romance Vol. 2
Written by SHOKO HIDAKA

An engrossing tale of friends to lovers unfolds
in this Boys’ Love manga by the creator of
Blue Morning!
Suou and Ryou have been friends since
childhood. The hairstylist and writer have lived
together for six years now and, though they
definitely aren’t dating, their close relationship
is hard to define. Will they ever move beyond the
nebulous territory of “more than friends” or will
they keep living in a stalemate forever?
Explore More

Explore More

Covers may not be final
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Berserk of Gluttony (Manga) Vol. 8
Written by ISSHIKI ICHIKA;
Illustrated by DAISUKE TAKINO

A strikingly illustrated dark fantasy, in which a
frail young man’s terrible magic could lead him
to ultimate power. And don’t miss the original
light novels, also from Seven Seas!
Fate Graphite has never tasted true power. Born
into a world with two kinds of people—those
with superior skills and those without—he’s
been shunned his entire life. Fate’s skill is
Gluttony, a curse that leaves him constantly
hungry…until he awakens its terrible potential.
When he kills someone, he can devour their
skills and feed his insatiable appetite. How
many lives will it take for Fate’s Gluttony to
finally be satisfied?

Classroom of the Elite:
Horikita (Manga) Vol. 1
Written by SYOUGO KINUGASA;
Illustrated by SAKAGAKI

Don’t miss this alternate universe spin-off for
the popular light novels and manga (both also
from Seven Seas) that inspired an anime, starring
the fan-favorite character Horikita Suzune!
What future awaits Ayanokouji Kiyotaka and
Horikita Suzune in this version of the prestigious Tokyo Metropolitan Advanced Nurturing
High School? A new take on the cutthroat
school drama hit!
Explore More

Explore More

Covers may not be final
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Even Though We’re Adults Vol. 6
Written by TAKAKO SHIMURA

Ayano, an elementary school teacher in her
thirties, stops by a bar one day and meets
another woman named Shuri. Sparks fly as the
two chat, and before the night is over, Ayano
even goes in for a kiss. Shuri is intrigued but
confused…especially when she discovers that
Ayano has a husband! Both Ayano and Shuri
are about to find out that love doesn’t get any
easier, even as you grow older.
Explore More

Gap Papa: Daddy at
Work and at Home Vol. 2
Written by UTAKATA

This charming, full-color manga about a devoted
family man began as a popular webcomic!
His colleagues at work see him as handsome,
cool, and distant…but the moment he’s back
home, this frosty-looking salaryman shows his
true colors as a doting father and husband.
Playing silly games with his young daughter,
showering kisses on his beloved wife–what a
gap between his appearance and behavior! This
sweet, full-color manga about a wholesome
family is sure to warm your heart.
Explore More

Covers may not be final
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Heaven Official’s Blessing:
Tian Guan Ci Fu (Novel) Vol. 7

His Majesty the Demon King’s
Housekeeper Vol. 4

Written by MO XIANG TONG XIU;
Illustrated by ZELDACW;
Contributions by TAI3_3

Written by SAIKO WADORI;
Illustrated by MIKA KAJIYAMA

The blockbuster danmei/Boys’ Love novels
from China that inspired the animated series!
This epic historical fantasy about a prince and
the mysterious man by his side is now officially
in English, for the very first time!
Eight hundred years after his mortal life, Xie
Lian has ascended to godhood for the third
time. Now only a lowly scrap collector, he is
dispatched to wander the earthly realm to take
on tasks appointed by the heavens to pay
back debts and maintain his divinity.
The Seven Seas English-language edition will
include covers from (tai3_3), and exclusive,
all-new interior illustrations from ZeldaCW.

A lighthearted shojo tale about a high school
girl who uses her passion for cleanliness to
fix up a fantasy world!
For Takatsuki Sakura, a trip to the library turns
into a fantastical journey. She has been swept
away to a grandiose castle ruled by a gorgeous
demon king. Magic and wonder covers every
room. Taking it in, Sakura can hardly breathe…
because of all the dust and dirt. A curse has
prevented this kingdom from cleaning. Only
Sakura and her housekeeping knowhow can
scrub away this dark magic grime!
Explore More

Explore More

Covers may not be final
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How Heavy are the
Dumbbells You Lift? Vol. 12
Written by YABAKO SANDROVICH;
Illustrated by MAAM

The manga that inspired the summer 2019
anime: a series about beautiful girls
getting buff!
Hibiki is a teenage girl who loves to eat, but
when she notices her waistline expanding, she
decides to check out the local gym. The gym is
full of buff dudes…and Akemi, the student
council president?! When Akemi tries to convince
Hibiki to take up weight training, Hibiki resists–
until she meets pretty boy trainer Machio. Now,
Hibiki is willing to do whatever it takes to get fit!
Explore More

I Got Caught Up In a Hero
Summons, but the Other World
was at Peace! (Manga) Vol. 6
Written by TOUDAI;
Illustrated by JIRO HEIAN;
Contributions by OCHAU

When you get summoned to another world,
things are supposed to go a certain way:
become a hero, battle monsters, and slay
demons, right? But when Kaito gets his summons, things are a little different. First off, he’s
not even the hero…but it doesn’t matter,
because the world he’s been thrust into is at
peace. With nothing better to do, Kaito finds
himself taking it easy in this unexpectedly
mellow fantasy world. Now he can breakfast
with its beautiful denizens, learn magic with the
help of a spunky demon girl, go to barbeques,
and so much more!
Explore More

Covers may not be final
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I Think I Turned My Childhood
Friend Into a Girl Vol. 3

Kageki Shojo!! Vol. 9

Written by AZUSA BANJO

Watanabe Sarasa has a dream: she wants to
play the role of Oscar as part of the Kouka
Acting Troupe, an all-female acting troupe
similar to Takarazuka Revue. But before she can
do that, she has to attend two years at the
Kouka School of Musical and Theatrical Arts. As
Sarasa practices singing, dancing, and acting,
she grows closer to the other girls in her year,
including her roommate, the stoic former J-idol
Ai. But though Sarasa is great at making friends,
her outspoken nature and grand ambitions earn
her lots of enemies as well. Can Sarasa keep
her upbeat attitude and achieve her dream
of stardom?

An LGBT+ romantic comedy in which nobody
is quite what they seem, and everyone learns
to be who they truly are.
It’s a familiar story: a popular high school
student gives their plain friend a makeover and
transforms their life. But this time, both the
popular student and the plain friend are boys!
Mido Kenshiro has loved cosmetics all his life,
keeping his obsession a secret. But when his
childhood friend Hiura lets Kenshiro practice
applying makeup on him, the results are
earth-shattering—for both of them.

Written by KUMIKO SAIKI

Explore More
Explore More

Covers may not be final
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Kase-san and Yamada Vol. 3

Kemono Jihen Vol. 6

Written by HIROMI TAKASHIMA

Written by SHO AIMOTO

After the events of the first five Kase-san and…
manga volumes, Kase-san and Yamada are now
university students. Yamada’s working diligently
in her horticulture program, while Kase-san is
training hard at her university. There might be a
long train ride between their schools and hectic
new schedules to plan around, but they’ll always
make time for each other!

Prepare for a monstrously good time with this
action-packed mystery about a detective and a
supernatural boy investigating the occult–
which inspired the anime!

Explore More

In a quiet rural village, livestock has been dying
off in a strange manner. Inugami, a detective of
the occult, is summoned from Tokyo to solve
the mystery. He meets a boy scorned by the
villagers, who call him Dorotabo after a yokai
that dwells in the muddy fields. Inugami soon
learns that there is more to the boy than meets
the eye…and vice-versa.
Explore More

Covers may not be final
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Let’s Buy the Land and Cultivate It
in a Different World (Manga) Vol. 4
Written by ROKUJUUYON OKAZAWA;
Illustrated by JUN SASAMEYUKI;
Contributions by YUICHI MURAKAMI

Norio, a corporate drone in modern Japan, is
summoned to a fantasy world to fight evil! But it
turns out that the magical ability he got doesn’t
work?! Thankfully, he has a plan B. Ask for a plot
of land to cultivate a farm! To his surprise, that
supposedly useless magic ability turbo charges
his tools, allowing him to craft with wood like a
master and plant vast fields of crops. After
fishing up a mermaid wife, charming a lich,
and tempting a young dragon over to his side
with home cooking, there’s nothing our hero
can’t do!
Explore More

My [Repair] Skill Became a
Versatile Cheat, So I Think I’ll Open
a Weapon Shop (Manga) Vol. 4
Written by GINGA HOSHIKAWA;
Illustrated by YUKIMI ENOKI;
Contributions by NEMUSUKE

A plucky adventurer finds his true calling with
crafting in this twist on a dungeon crawl fantasy!
It’s hard for Luke to make a name for himself
as an adventurer with all the competition—
especially when he’s a perpetually low-ranked
adventurer whose only skill is [repair]. But when
Luke is abandoned by his party and uses that
same [repair] skill to survive and escape the
dungeon, a new world of possibilities opens up.
Suddenly, his despised skill allows him not only
to survive but to stand out in a crowded field!
Explore More

Covers may not be final
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My Cute Little Kitten Vol. 2

Night of the Living Cat Vol. 3

Written by MILK MORINAGA

Written by HAWKMAN;
Illustrated by MECHA-ROOTS

A budding romance between female roommates
is spurred on by the rescue of a rambunctious
kitten in this yuri/Girls’ Love romcom. By the
beloved creator of Girl Friends!
Rena and Yuna have been roommates since
school, and decided to rent a place together after
graduation. They’ve lived together as friends
for five years, but things suddenly change the
day Yuna adopts a kitten, even though their
apartment doesn’t allow pets. When Yuna says
she wants to move somewhere that will allow
them to keep the kitten, Rena admits her true
feelings: she wants to be more than friends.
Yuna isn’t sure how to reciprocate, but she’s
game to try!
Explore More

A new horror/comedy about adorable threats
in a post-apocalyptic world!
A virus spreads across the world, transforming
all humankind into wild, slavering, furry beasts:
cats, to be precise. Those few survivors who
remain human take refuge in the dark corners
of the earth as they fight back against the feline
horde. Kunagi, a man with no memory of his
past yet a deep knowledge of cats, struggles to
hold on with only his wits and a will to survive.
Yet the virus transmits merely through cuddles,
and Kunagi finds kitties so hard to resist! Is his
willpower strong enough to withstand this
hair-raising cat-tastrophe?
Explore More

Covers may not be final
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Outbride: Beauty and
the Beasts Vol. 4

Pandora in the Crimson Shell:
Ghost Urn Vol. 16

Written by TOWAKO TSUKI

Written by MASAMUNE SHIROW;
Illustrated by RIKUDOU KOUSHI

In this isekai romance, a young woman named
Mashiro is reborn in a fantasy world inhabited
only by men—and suddenly finds herself with
four supernatural suitors! These handsome
men with fur, feathers, and horns call themselves gods. She’s now the sole human female
in their world, so they all want her to bear their
children. As if that’s not enough, the air of this
new realm is permeated with a poison that
only a god can suppress...with a kiss.
Explore More

The exciting cyberpunk series from two manga
legends: Shirow Masamune and Rikudou Koushi!
The planet is in a constant state of tumult.
Rival countries vie for power and resources
while racing to create the latest technological
breakthroughs; robots and cyborgs have
become commonplace. What hope is left for
a jaded humanity in an age of advances in
cybernetics and artificial intelligence? Enter
two cyborg girls outfitted with insurmountable
combat capabilities. This is their story.
Explore More
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Mature Themes

PULSE Vol. 4
Written by RATANA SATIS ;

The beloved yuri/Girls’ Love webtoon from
Lezhin that became a global favorite! Don’t miss
this beautiful, full-color paperback in English
for Mature audiences.
Mel, a renowned heart surgeon, is well-known
for being a stoic loner. She views her erotic
flings with other women as a tool for pleasure
rather than a show of affection. Then she meets
Lynn, a beautiful and spirited cardiac patient
who needs a new heart, but refuses a transplant.
The two women meet with minimal expectations
but soon become enthralled in a relationship
that changes everything for them both.
Explore More

Reborn as a Space Mercenary:
I Woke Up Piloting the Strongest
Starship! (Manga) Vol. 5
Written by RYUTO;
Illustrated by SHUINICHI MATSUI;
Contributions by TETSUHIRO NABESHIMA

When I woke up, I found myself in outer
space—and in a universe like the one in my
favorite game. “With my beloved, ultra-speccedout ship, I can make a ton of money as a
mercenary and live out my days on some cozy
planet!” At least that’s what I thought, until this
beautiful babe with mountains of debt stumbled into my arms! A space fantasy like you’ve
never experienced before! Join Satou Takahiro
and his crew of hotties on an overpowered
starship as they speed through a strange new
universe, seeking adventure!
Explore More

Covers may not be final
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The Ancient Magus’ Bride Vol. 18
Written by KORE YAMAZAKI

A New York Times Manga Best Seller!
And don’t miss the new spin-off series!
Hatori Chise has lived a life full of neglect and
abuse, devoid of anything resembling love. Far
from the warmth of family, she has had her
share of troubles and pitfalls. Just when all
hope seems lost, a fateful encounter awaits her.
When a man with the head of a beast, wielding
strange powers, obtains her through a slave
auction, Chise’s life will never be the same again.
And be sure to watch the beautiful anime
streaming on Crunchyroll!
Explore More

The Case Files of Jeweler Richard
(Manga) Vol. 5
Written by NANAKO TSUJIMURA;
Illustrated by MIKA AKATSUKI;
Contributions by UTAKO YUKIHIRO

This beautifully illustrated mystery series is
based on the highly acclaimed light novels
that also inspired a popular anime!
When Seigi Nakata rescued a handsome young
jewelry appraiser from a group of drunken
assailants, he got more than he bargained for!
The appraiser is Richard Ranasinghe de
Vulpian, a brilliant and mysterious British
jewelry expert. Seigi hires him to appraise a
family heirloom…and that is just the beginning.
Together, they unlock the secret messages
hidden in the hearts of precious stones–and
those who possess them.
Explore More
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The Dragon Knight’s Beloved
(Manga) Vol. 5

The Dungeon of
Black Company Vol. 9

Written by ASAGI ORIKAWA;
Illustrated by RITSU AOZAKI

Written by YOUHEI YASUMURA

A young woman begins a new life as a dragon
master for a handsome earl in this tale of
high fantasy romance.
Melissa is a young woman training to be an
attendant in the royal castle, working alongside
the heroic dragon knights and their magnificent
dragon steeds. The dragons love Melissa, and
she’s soon selected to join Hubert—former
captain of the dragon knights and newly
appointed earl—in the borderlands, where wild
dragons roam freely in the skies. Might romance blossom between Melissa and this
handsome young lord, whose new position
brings with it a whole host of dilemmas?

The hilarious story of being reborn into a
corporate dungeon by the artist of the AntiMagic Academy: The 35th Test Platoon manga!
Kinji, who lacks any kind of work ethic, is a
layabout in his modern life. One day, he finds
himself transported to another world–but not in
a grand fantasy of a hero welcomed with open
arms. He’s immediately shoved into a terrible
job! Now enslaved by an evil mining company in
a fantasy world, Kinji’s about to really learn the
meaning of hard work!
Explore More

Explore More
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The Eccentric Doctor of the
Moon Flower Kingdom Vol. 2

The NPCs in this Village Sim Game
Must Be Real! (Manga) Vol. 4

Written by TOHRU HIMUKA

Written by HIRUKUMA;
Illustrated by MORITA KAZUHIKO;
Contributions by NAMAKO

Whether it be for illness or injury, the preferred
healing method in Moon Flower Kingdom has
always been the country’s special medicinal
baths. However, after his party is attacked by a
mysterious figure during a regional inspection,
Prince Keiun witnesses a never-before-seen
lifesaving medical technique. Even more
shocking still, the one who performed this feat
is a young girl named Koyo! And while luck may
have been on their side this time, questions
remain. Just who is this girl, and who is after the
prince’s life? Shadowy conspiracies, mysterious
religions, and deep-rooted beliefs all collide in
this beautifully drawn manga series!
Explore More

By the creator of Reborn as a Vending Machine,
I Now Wander the Dungeon: can the strangely
realistic characters in a mysterious video game
bring meaning to one man’s life...and help him
reconnect with the “real world”? Don’t miss the
original light novels, also from Seven Seas!
Yoshio is a thirty-year-old shut-in with no job
and no prospects, still living at home after all
these years. His mundane life is suddenly
interrupted when he receives a copy of
“The Village of Fate,” an experimental game
with graphics and A.I. like nothing he’s ever
seen before.
Explore More
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The Summer You Were There Vol. 3
Written by YUAMA

In this yuri love story by the creator of The Girl I
Want is So Handsome! (also from Seven Seas),
two high school girls—one a shy writer, the
other a social butterfly—try to live out a
romance novel.
Shizuku is a shy girl who hardly talks to other
people. Instead, she loses herself in creative
writing, crafting a novel that she never plans to
show anyone. But when Kaori—Shizuku’s cute,
popular classmate—gets her hands on Shizuku’s manuscript, everything changes. Kaori is
a huge fan, and suggests that Shizuku can get
inspiration for her writing if the two of them
start dating!
Explore More

The Tunnel to Summer,
the Exit of Goodbyes:
Ultramarine (Manga) Vol. 4
Written by MEI HACHIMOKU;
Illustrated by KOUDON;
Contributions by KUKKA

The award-winning, bittersweet sci-fi tale of a
mysterious tunnel, time travel, and young
summer love by the creators of Wait For Me
Yesterday in Spring–inspired an anime film!
And don’t miss the original light novel, also
from Seven Seas.
Tono Kaoru heard a rumor: The laws of space
and time mean nothing to the Urashima Tunnel.
If you find it, walk through and you’ll find your
heart’s desire on the other side...in exchange
for years of your own life.
Final Volume
Explore More
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There’s No Freaking Way I’ll be
Your Lover! Unless... (Manga) Vol. 2
Written by TEREN MIKAMI;
Illustrated by MUSSHU;
Contributions by EKU TAKESHIMA

A high school yuri comedy about fake dating,
real dating, competitive dating–and one very
overwhelmed girl who’s accidentally doing all
three at once?! (Original light novels also
available from Seven Seas!)
Renako Amaori is leaving her awkward and
lonely junior high school life behind, determined
to become a normal girl with normal friends in
high school. Glamorous, confident Mai Ouzuka
is Renako’s total opposite: wealthy, outgoing,
and a literal fashion model. Against the odds,
the two girls form an immediate connection.
Renako thinks she may have found the best
friend of her dreams…until Mai’s romantic
confession sends her into a tailspin.

This Is Screwed Up, but I Was
Reincarnated as a GIRL in
Another World! (Manga) Vol. 7
Written by ASHI;
Illustrated by KEYAKI UCHIUCHI;
Contributions by KAOMING

In this isekai tale, a male scientist from Earth is
reborn as an orphan girl in a world of swords
and sorcery.
Ren is a young girl in a primitive world of magic
and brutality. Sold as a slave and about to be
delivered to an unscrupulous merchant, she
suddenly awakens to vivid memories of a past
life: a world called Earth, where Ren was both a
grown man and a research scientist. Now, she
must learn to survive, combining her knowledge
of science from her past life with her talent in
magic from this life.
Explore More

Explore More
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Though I Am an Inept Villainess:
Tale of the Butterfly-Rat Body Swap
in the Maiden Court (Manga) Vol. 3
Written by SATSUKI NAKAMURA;
Illustrated by EI OHITSUJI;
Contributions by YUKIKANA

Prepare for swirling court intrigue in this
magical “trading places” tale of maidens
competing for the crown—and don’t miss the
original light novels, also from Seven Seas!
In a kingdom inspired by historical China, five
clans put forth their maidens as imperial
consorts—but only one will be crowned empress. The frail and beautiful Kou Reirin, the
so-called “butterfly” of the imperial court, is a
shoo-in to marry the crown prince. But when
“court rat” Shu Keigetsu lashes out at her during
the glittering Lantern Festival, it’s Reirin who
wakes up in the dungeons! Body-swapped by
her assailant to steal her position at court,
Reirin’s plight seems dire...to everyone else!

Time Stop Hero Vol. 7
Written by YASUNORI MITSUNAGA

After being cancelled on social media, Kuzuno
Sekai falls into despair and wishes so hard to
leave his life behind that he suddenly finds
himself in a fantasy RPG world. He has nothing
but the clothes on his back…and his handy
game controller. With a press of the pause
button, he becomes a literal Time Stop Hero.
Running off with money, one-shotting static
mobs, and flipping the skirts of every girl in
sight, Sekai’s desires are boundless, but his
power isn’t! If he doesn’t clear the game in three
days, time will stop for Sekai—forever!
Explore More

Explore More
Covers may not be final
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Tokyo Revengers
(Omnibus) Vol. 11-12

Uzaki-chan Wants
to Hang Out! Vol. 9

Written by KEN WAKUI

Written by TAKE

The critically acclaimed manga series about a
man time-traveling back to his youth to save his
girlfriend from a street gang–which inspired the
wildly popular anime and live-action film!

A sexy slice-of-life comedy about an introverted
college student and his buxom, bubbly classmate
—now with an anime!

Watching the news, Hanagaki Takemichi learns
his junior-high girlfriend Tachibana Hinata has
died. A sudden shove sends him 12 years into
the past to face the Tokyo Manji Gang that once
made his life hell, which is also responsible for
Hinata’s death in the present. To save Hinata
and change the future, Takemichi must rise to
the top of Kanto’s most sinister delinquent
gang! But things aren’t so simple when he
befriends the gang’s leader, Mikey.

Sakurai Shinichi’s one wish is for a little peace
and quiet. But Uzaki Hana–his boisterous,
well-endowed underclassman–has other plans.
All she wants is to hang out and poke fun at
him. With the help of her chipper charm and
peppy persistence, this might just be the start
of a beautiful relationship! Fans of slice-of-life
comedy Tomo-chan is a Girl! are sure to enjoy
this new “odd couple” tale about sexy misadventures in a college setting.
Explore More

Explore More
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Light Novel

X-Gender Vol. 2
Written by ASUKA MIYAZAKI

A diary of my sexual awakening...at thirty-three?!!
Asuka is neither a woman nor a man—they’re
X-gender (a non-binary identity)—and they’ve
realized they like women! Okay, now what? Adult
films are fun to watch, but real sex is less
appealing. Would having a penis make that
better or worse? Periods already suck, and sex
means more fluids from more people! This
autobiographical manga follows Asuka’s
feelings about their body, their relationships,
and the fun (and sometimes terrible) experience
of having an awakening in their thirties.
Explore More

Drugstore in Another World:
The Slow Life of a Cheat
Pharmacist (Light Novel) Vol. 7
Written by KENNOJI;
Illustrated by MATSUUNI

A lighthearted isekai tale about a fantasy
pharmacist–which is soon to be an anime!
(And don’t miss the manga adaptation, also
from Seven Seas!)
When corporate drone Reiji wakes up in another
world, he comes face-to-face with a fatally
wounded werewolf. Thankfully, Reiji’s new
Medicine Maker skill enables him to brew
uniquely effective potions. Alongside his new
wolf-girl friend, Reiji and his amazing cures are
ready to revolutionize this fantasy world. Be they
an old man seeking the secret of youth or an
elven archer with blurry vision, all comers are
welcome to his countryside pharmacy.
Explore More
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Light Novel

Failure Frame: I Became the
Strongest and Annihilated
Everything With Low-Level
Spells (Light Novel) Vol. 7
Written by KAORU SHINOZAKI;
Illustrated by KWKM

Revenge in another world–with an abnormal
twist! (And don’t miss the manga adaptation,
also from Seven Seas.)
Mimori Touka and his classmates are abruptly
catapulted into a fantasy world, summoned by
the world’s resident goddess to serve as heroes.
The good news? Most of the students display
amazing skills upon arrival! The bad? Mimori is
the worst of the lot, bottoming out at a measly
E-rank. Incensed, the goddess tosses him in a
dungeon to die—but, it turns out, Mimori’s skills
aren’t so much worthless as they are abnormal.
Abnormally powerful, perhaps!

Light Novel

Free Life Fantasy Online:
Immortal Princess
(Light Novel) Vol. 4
Written by AKISUZU NENOHI;
Illustrated by SHERRY

Lose yourself in a new world of ghoulish
adventure in this fantasy gaming tale! (And
don’t miss the manga adaptation, also from
Seven Seas!)
Tsukishiro Kotone doesn’t consider herself
much of a gamer. That is, until she’s introduced
to the virtual reality game “Free Life Fantasy
Online,” also known as FLFO, by her game-savvy sister. In FLFO, Kotone decides to become a
Zombie, one of the game’s inhuman races–a
race that’s said to be quite difficult to master,
even for experienced players.
Explore More

Explore More
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Light Novel

Light Novel

Grimgar of Fantasy and Ash
(Light Novel) Vol. 19

Irina: The Vampire Cosmonaut
(Light Novel) Vol. 5

Written by AO JYUMONJI;
Illustrated by EIRI SHIRAI

Written by KEISUKE MAKINO;
Illustrated by KAREI

Haruhiro awakens to darkness and amnesia,
among a group of strangers who can only
remember their own names. When they make it
into the light, they discover Grimgar—a fantasy
world that’s like something out of an RPG game.
Without apparent skills or knowledge of their
surroundings, Haruhiro and his newfound
friends band together to form an adventuring
party. Only by cooperating, using their wits, and
learning new skills can they hope to survive in
this dangerous land of monsters and magic.

The award-winning, critically acclaimed
supernatural sci-fi series! Two cosmonaut
hopefuls–one with fangs and one without–
reach for the stars in this tale that inspired the
anime now streaming on Funimation.

Explore More

A fierce space race between two global superpowers gives rise to the Nosferatu Project, a
top-secret plan to train up some unusual
cosmonauts—vampires! When Lev Leps, a
human soldier, is ordered to supervise vampire
test subject Irina Luminesk, the unlikely pair
bonds over their shared dream of reaching the
stars. Together, can the human and vampire
duo rise above the chaos and corruption down
on Earth and blast off into the final frontier?
Explore More
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Light Novel

Kuma Kuma Kuma Bear
(Light Novel) Vol. 14
Written by KUMANANO; Illustrated by 29

A bouncy series about a girl transported to a
fantasy world like her favorite video game with
her magical bearsuit equipped–and don’t miss
the adorable manga version, also published
by Seven Seas!
Fifteen-year-old Yuna prefers staying home
and obsessively playing her favorite VRMMO
game to doing anything else. When a strange
new update gives her a one-of-a-kind bear
outfit that comes with overpowered abilities,
Yuna is torn: the outfit is unbearably cute, but
too embarrassing to wear in-game. But then
she suddenly finds herself transported into the
world of the game, facing down monsters and
magic for real, and the bear suit becomes
the best weapon she has!
Explore More

Light Novel

Vivy Prototype (Light Novel) Vol. 4
Written by TAPPEI NAGATSUKI
and EIJI UMEHARA;
Illustrated by LOUNDRAW

Originally penned as a collaborative “concept
novel” before production of the popular anime
Vivy -Fluorite Eye’s Song- (available streaming
through Funimation), don’t miss this rich
science fiction tale of an AI songstress and her
100-year mission to save humanity–from the
writers of Re:ZERO and Chaos;Child!
Vivy, the world’s first autonomous AI, sings to
bring joy to her audience as a cast member of
NiaLand, Japan’s largest theme park. In this
world, AIs have become integral to human life
and exist to carry out their missions. One day,
an AI claiming to be from the future approaches
her, revealing that in one hundred years, advanced
AIs will turn on the humans they once served…
Explore More
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A Man and His Cat 08

Beauty and the Feast 08

Written by UMI SAKURAI

Written by SATOMI U

Having won hearts and topped charts in Japan,
this hotly anticipated series about an older
gentleman and his unique, adorable cat is
available in English for the first time!

A boy with a bottomless stomach and a lonely
widow with room at her dinner table serve up a
heaping helping of secret happiness in this
delightful foodie rom-com!

Rival pianist Geoffroy and five kittens (!!) have
taken up residence at Mr. Kanda’s house, and
things are livelier than ever! But when an
outrageous young woman who claims to be Mr.
Kanda’s daughter comes calling, Geoffroy is
bewildered and has no one to turn to with Mr.
Kanda away! What will become of Geoffroy
when a visiting Hibino joins the fray, and cats
and (found) family collide?!

With the autumn tournament behind him,
Yamato dives headfirst into day after day of
baseball practice. The first scrimmage in a while
is coming up and Shuko plans to bring him a
box packed full of his favorites on game day!
Explore More

Explore More
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By the Grace of the Gods 08
(Manga)
Written by ROY and RANRAN;
Designed by RIRINRA;

Slime’s up for one recently deceased middleaged businessman! When the gods reincarnate
him in another world as a boy with magical
powers, he discovers that magically-tamed
slime are an untapped natural resource!
In his past life on Earth, Ryoma worked himself
to the bone as an employee of an exploitative
company. Now, in Seilfall, the former office
drone is the owner of a thriving laundry service.
Ryoma’s days are fulfilling, but his time with
Eliaria and her family is running out as their
departure looms. The satisfaction of a new life
well-lived makes him feel the ache of the
coming loneliness that much stronger.
Explore More

Cherry Magic! Thirty Years
of Virginity Can Make
You a Wizard?! 07
Written by YUU TOYOTA

A thirty-year-old virgin gets more than he
bargained for when his newfound magical
power reveals he’s the object of his male
coworker’s affections!
Adachi’s job transfer to Nagasaki hangs over his
relationship with Kurosawa like a harbinger of
doom! But true to form, the pair reaffirm their
feelings for each other and come to the decision
that they can make it through anything, long
distance included! Will absence make Kurosawa’s and Adachi’s hearts grow still fonder?
Meanwhile, Adachi’s novelist friend Tsuge
continues to nurse his feelings for part-time
deliveryman and aspiring dancer Minato. Can
Tsuge’s support get Minato through his big
audition with his dream on the line?!
Explore More

Covers may not be final

978-1-64609-193-5

978-1-64609-159-1

SQUARE ENIX MANGA

SQUARE ENIX MANGA

$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 1/8
On Sale: 5/9/23 • FOC Date: 1/2/23

$14.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 3/4 x 8 1/4
On Sale: 5/23/23 • FOC Date: 1/2/23
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Manga

My Happy Marriage 03 (Manga)

My Isekai Life 05

Written by AKUMI AGITOGI;
Illustrated by RITO KOHSAKA;
Designed by TSUKIHO TSUKIOKA

I Gained a Second Character Class and
Became the Strongest Sage in the World!

A Cinderella-inspired, slow-burn historical
romance with a paranormal twist set in
Taisho-era Japan!
For failing to inherit the boon of unusual power
that is the Saimori birthright, mistreated Miyo is
cast out to become another’s problem. Sent to
the Kudo clan—itself preternaturally powerful—
as a potential bride for its heir, Kiyoka, Miyo is
surprised to experience kindness for the first
time in her thus far sad life. Though the rumors
make him out to be cold and haughty, Kiyoka
Kudo quickly warms up to the Saimori’s eldest
daughter. Just as Miyo believes she may have
found happiness at last, her jealous half-sister
Kaya kidnaps her and locks her in a cellar.
Explore More

Written by SHINKOSHOTO;
Illustrated by PONJEA (FRIENDLY LAND);
Designed by HUUKA KAZABANA;

In this manga adaptation of the popular web
novel series, an overworked wage slave finds
himself transported to a fantasy world where he
quickly becomes the strongest sage in the world...
thanks to the help of an army of tamed slimes!
Yuji Sano, a man working at a terrible Japanese
company, is summoned to another world with
stats and skills. He becomes a “Tamer,” deemed
as an unfortunate role, and tames slimes,
monsters known as the weakest of them all, but
his skill ends up being surprisingly useful! Not
only that, he learns powerful magic from some
strange spellbooks to unlock a second character class, “Sage”!
Explore More

Covers may not be final
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978-1-64609-156-0

978-1-64609-101-0

SQUARE ENIX MANGA

SQUARE ENIX MANGA

$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 1/8
On Sale: 5/9/23 • FOC Date: 1/2/23

$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 1/8
On Sale: 2/14/23 • FOC Date: 1/2/23
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Manga

Ragna Crimson 08

Ragna Crimson 09

Written by DAIKI KOBAYASHI

Written by DAIKI KOBAYASHI

In this action-packed dark fantasy, humanity
lives under the threat of annihilation by
immensely powerful dragons. The dragon
hunter Ragna embarks on a revenge-fueled
quest to eliminate that threat once and for all!

In this action-packed dark fantasy, humanity
lives under the threat of annihilation by
immensely powerful dragons. The dragon
hunter Ragna embarks on a revenge-fueled
quest to eliminate that threat once and for all!

Captivated by the Silverware Princess’s resemblance to a figure from his past, Olto Zora tries
to persuade her to join the Blood of the Wing.
Taking advantage of his distraction, the
Argentum Corps press the attack, putting
everything behind a single strike designed to
eliminate Taratectra. With the battle entering its
final phase, Ragna and the Corps seem to be on
the verge of victory…until a shocking new
opponent joins the fray!

After narrowly escaping a blitzkrieg attack by
Woltekamui, the Lightning Claw, the surviving
members of the Argentum Corps meet with a
strange and fearsome new entity: a holy warrior
of the mysterious Solarian order. Meanwhile,
Ragna reunites with Crimson, but the encounter
doesn’t exactly go how either one of them
had planned…
Explore More

Explore More

Covers may not be final

978-1-64609-131-7

978-1-64609-169-0

SQUARE ENIX MANGA

SQUARE ENIX MANGA

$14.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 3/4 x 8 1/4
On Sale: 2/28/23 • FOC Date: 1/2/23

$14.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 3/4 x 8 1/4
On Sale: 5/23/23 • FOC Date: 1/2/23
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Manga

The Apothecary Diaries 09
(Manga)

The Girl I Like
Forgot Her Glasses 02

Written by NATSU HYUUGA;
Illustrated by NEKOKURAGE;
Compiled by ITSUKI NANAO;
Designed by TOUCO SHINO

Written by KOUME FUJICHIKA

After breaking a “curse” on the imperial heirs, a
palace servant with training in herbal medicine
is promoted up the ranks to food taster...and
right into the thick of palace intrigue in this
lushly illustrated historical mystery series!
A festive mood comes to the Inner Court with
the arrival of a long-awaited merchant caravan,
but does ill intent aimed at a pregnant consort
lurk behind its perfumed wares?!
As Maomao and Xiaolan delight in browsing the
caravan’s offerings, they once again cross paths
with the maid who caught the kitten. As it turns
out, she and Maomao are two eccentric peas in
a pod…much to the chagrin of those around them!

A delightfully charming romantic comedy about
a boy who only has eyes for the girl who always
forgets her glasses!
For timid Komura, the new school year started
off with a bang—make that a BABUMP—when
he met his quirky new seat neighbor, Mie! The
effect that oblivious Mie has on Komura hasn’t
changed, and neither has Mie’s inexplicable
tendency to forget her glasses! And sometimes,
even when Mie remembers to bring them to
school, her vision is randomly thwarted, putting
Komura on the spot to help her out! As Komura
and Mie continue to dance ever closer to each
other, Valentine’s Day fast approaches…
Explore More

Explore More

Covers may not be final
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978-1-64609-135-5

978-1-64609-187-4

SQUARE ENIX MANGA

SQUARE ENIX MANGA

$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 1/8
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Manga

The Strongest Sage with
the Weakest Crest 12

Tokyo Aliens 03

Written by SHINKOSHOTO and
LIVER JAM & POPO (FRIENDLY LAND);
Designed by HUUKA KAZABANA;

This thrilling sci-fi fantasy series welcomes you
to Japan, a top ten destination for extraterrestrials looking for refuge, relaxation, a good time,
or just to raise a little hell!

In this manga adaptation of the popular light
novel series, the world’s strongest sage will stop at
nothing to get stronger...not even reincarnation!
The magician once known as a great sage has—
in search of greater power—reincarnated himself
far into the future. His new self has acquired the
strongest crest for magical combat, but in an era
where magic principles are all backwards, that
crest is looked down on as the “crest of failure...”
It turns out that evil demons were the ones who
sowed disinformation and confusion about
crests and magic, and now, Matthias and his
party are in pursuit of a device that will lead
them to a certain powerful demon!

Written by NAOE

Join one unsuspecting Tokyoite as he discovers
that intergalactic tourist relations can prove to
be a lot more dangerous than they seem!
Akira’s gig as an alien’s bodyguard gets a lot
harder when an intergalactic assassin attacks,
putting his partner Sho in mortal danger. Akira
will have to get over his nerves and summon
every bit of courage he has inside him to stand
up to an opponent he never, ever imagined he’d
face!
Explore More

Explore More

Covers may not be final

978-1-64609-127-0

978-1-64609-175-1

SQUARE ENIX MANGA

SQUARE ENIX MANGA

$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 1/8
On Sale: 5/23/23 • FOC Date: 1/2/23

$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 1/8
On Sale: 5/9/23 • FOC Date: 1/2/23
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Games & Gift
Dungeons & Dragons:
Honor Among Thieves:
Official Activity Book
(Dungeons & Dragons:
Honor Among Thieves)

Written by RANDOM HOUSE;
Illustrated by RANDOM HOUSE

This full-color activity book is
based on the film Dungeons &
Dragons: Honor Among Thieves
—in theaters March 3, 2023!
Dungeons & Dragons: Honor
Among Thieves is an upcoming
high-fantasy heist film based on
the popular role-playing game!
Co-written and co-directed by
Jonathan Goldstein and John
Francis Daley (Spider-Man:
Homecoming, Game Night), and
produced by Jeremy Latcham
(Spider-Man: Homecoming,
Guardians of the Galaxy), the film
stars Chris Pine, Michelle Rodriguez,
Hugh Grant, Regé-Jean Page,
Justice Smith, and Sophia Lillis.

Based on the upcoming
Dungeons & Dragons:
Honor Among Thieves film!

Cover may not be final

978-0-593-64798-1
RANDOM HOUSE BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS
$7.99 • Trade Paperback • 7 7/8 x 10 7/8
On Sale: 2/7/23 • FOC Date: 1/9/23
Recommended Ages: 3-7 years
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Kids ages 3 to 7 will love this
full-color activity book with
more than 50 stickers.
Explore More

Games & Gift

Prose

Prose

Dungeons & Dragons:
Honor Among Thieves:
The Road to Neverwinter

Star Wars: The Battle of Jedha
(The High Republic)

Written by JALEIGH JOHNSON

After the events of The High Republic: Convergence, the Jedi travel to Jedha in this all-new
Star Wars audiobook original.

Every adventuring party has a starting quest.
Join Edgin Darvis and his team of heroic (well,
occasionally heroic) heisters in this official
prequel to the film Dungeons & Dragons:
Honor Among Thieves.
Explore More

Written by GEORGE MANN

As all of Jedha prepares for its Festival of
Balance, the galaxy still reels from the violence
on Eiram and E’ronoh. But after foiling a plot to
escalate the war between the two planets, the
Jedi believe that a lasting peace may be within
reach. Master Creighton Sun and Jedi Knight
Aida Forte arrive on Jedha with delegations
from both planets to formally end the “Forever
War.” But not all are happy with the Jedi’s
involvement or ready to concern themselves
with peace.
Explore More

Covers may not be final

978-0-593-59813-9

978-0-593-59789-7

RANDOM HOUSE WORLDS

RANDOM HOUSE WORLDS

$29.99 • Hardcover • 6 1/8 x 9 1/4
On Sale: 2/7/23 • FOC Date: 1/9/23

$27.99 • Hardcover • 5 1/2 x 9 1/4
On Sale: 2/14/23 • FOC Date: 1/16/23
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Games & Gift

Final Fantasy VII Remake:
Material Ultimania Plus

The Art of Tactics Ogre:
Let Us Cling Together

Written by STUDIO BENTSTUFF,
DIGITAL HEARTS and SQUARE ENIX

Written by SQUARE ENIX

An encyclopedic collection of art and information from the global hit game Final Fantasy VII
Remake Intergrade, presented in a deluxe,
full-color, hardcover volume.
The second Material Ultimania volume created
for Final Fantasy VII Remake, this lavishly
illustrated book offers readers a wealth of
insight into the making of the award-winning
RPG. In addition to production art and CG
imagery of characters, enemies, locations, and
more, this volume showcases cutscene storyboards, game scripts, and other planning
materials, all accompanied by extensive
commentary from the development staff. The
Material Ultimania Plus also features gameplay
walkthroughs with maps for FF7R EPISODE
INTERmission.

The official art book for the highly regarded
tactical role-playing game The Art of Tactics
Ogre: Let Us Cling Together.
Celebrating the creative vision behind a classic
of the strategy game genre, this deluxe hardcover volume presents character designs and
rough sketches, tarot card designs, background
art, pixel art, illustrations exclusive to this book,
and more. The Art of Tactics Ogre also offers artist
commentary and interviews with character
designers Akihiko Yoshida and Tsubasa Masao.
A collectors-quality book printed on heavy art
stock, it features a five-color preprinted case,
frosted PVC jacket with gold foil stamping,
and dyed endpapers.
Explore More

Explore More
Covers may not be final
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978-1-64609-176-8

978-1-64609-202-4

SQUARE ENIX BOOKS
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Initial Orders Due December 15th

January 2nd
7th Time Loop: The Villainess Enjoys a Carefree
Life Married to Her Worst Enemy! (Manga) Vol. 3
9781685795597

A Man and His Cat 08 9781646091638
Am I Actually the Strongest? 3 (Manga)
9781646517725

FOC Checklist
Grand Blue Dreaming 19 9781646517008
Grimgar of Fantasy and Ash (Light Novel) Vol. 19
9781638586456

Heaven Official’s Blessing: Tian Guan Ci Fu
(Novel) Vol. 7 9781638585527
His Majesty the Demon King’s Housekeeper Vol. 4
9781638588290

How Heavy are the Dumbbells You Lift? Vol. 12

Anti-Romance Vol. 2 9781638589631

9781638588306

As a Reincarnated Aristocrat, I’ll Use My
Appraisal Skill to Rise in the World 5 (manga)

I Got Caught Up In a Hero Summons, but the
Other World was at Peace! (Manga) Vol. 6

9781646516476

Ashes 9781603095174
BAKEMONOGATARI (manga) 18 9781647292188
Batman: Detective Comics Vol. 1:
The Neighborhood 9781779519863

9781685795689

I Think I Turned My Childhood Friend Into a Girl
Vol. 3 9781638589679
I’m Standing on a Million Lives 14 9781646515769
In the Clear Moonlit Dusk 4 9781646517053

Batman: The Detective 9781779519870

Irina: The Vampire Cosmonaut (Light Novel) Vol. 5

Batman: The Imposter 9781779519894

9781685796518

Beauty and the Feast 08 9781646090693

Kageki Shojo!! Vol. 9 9781638588344

Berserk of Gluttony (Manga) Vol. 8

Kase-san and Yamada Vol. 3 9781638582694

9781685794682

Kemono Jihen Vol. 6 9781685797041

Birds of Prey: The End of the Beginning

Kuma Kuma Kuma Bear (Light Novel) Vol. 14

9781779521521

9781638589600

By the Grace of the Gods 08 (Manga)
9781646091935

Let’s Buy the Land and Cultivate It in a Different
World (Manga) Vol. 4 9781685796044

Cherry Magic! Thirty Years of Virginity Can Make
You a Wizard?! 07 9781646091591

Lovesick Ellie 10 9781646513260

Classroom of the Elite: Horikita (Manga) Vol. 1
9781638588504

Doom Patrol by Gerard Way and Nick Derington:
The Deluxe Edition 9781779521385

Miss Miyazen would Love to Get Closer to You 4
9781647292133

My [Repair] Skill Became a Versatile Cheat, So
I Think I’ll Open a Weapon Shop (Manga) Vol. 4
9781685795894

Drugstore in Another World: The Slow Life
of a Cheat Pharmacist (Light Novel) Vol. 7

My Cute Little Kitten Vol. 2 9781638587835

9781638588184

My Happy Marriage 03 (Manga) 9781646091560

Even Though We’re Adults Vol. 6 9781685796693

My Isekai Life 05 9781646091010

Failure Frame: I Became the Strongest and
Annihilated Everything With Low-Level Spells
(Light Novel) Vol. 7 9781638589945

My Little Pony: Classics Reimagined-Little Fillies
#4 Variant A (Ayoub) 82771403101000411

Final Fantasy VII Remake: Material Ultimania Plus
9781646091768

Free Life Fantasy Online: Immortal Princess
(Light Novel) Vol. 4 9781685796334
Gap Papa: Daddy at Work and at Home Vol. 2
9781685796099

My Unique Skill Makes Me OP Even at Level 1 vol 2
(light novel) 9781647292072
Night of the Living Cat Vol. 3 9781638589204
Orient 15 9781646517145
Outbride: Beauty and the Beasts Vol. 4
9781685796013
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FOC Checklist
Pandora in the Crimson Shell: Ghost Urn Vol. 16
9781638582021

Peach Boy Riverside 11 9781646517152
PULSE Vol. 4 9781685795863
Quality Assurance in Another World 2

There’s No Freaking Way I’ll be Your Lover!
Unless... (Manga) Vol. 2 9781685795900
This Is Screwed Up, but I Was Reincarnated
as a GIRL in Another World! (Manga) Vol. 7
9781685796020

Ragna Crimson 08 9781646091317

Though I Am an Inept Villainess: Tale of the
Butterfly-Rat Body Swap in the Maiden Court
(Manga) Vol. 3 9781685795825

Ragna Crimson 09 9781646091690

Time Stop Hero Vol. 7 9781638589693

Reborn as a Space Mercenary: I Woke Up
Piloting the Strongest Starship! (Manga) Vol. 5

Tokyo Aliens 03 9781646091751

9781646517787

9781685795757

Superman: Action Comics Vol. 3:
Warworld Revolution 9781779519887
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles #137 Variant A (Pe)
82771400271313711

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Best of Krang
Variant A (Biggie) 82771403138600111

Tokyo Revengers (Omnibus) Vol. 11-12
9781685798000

Toppu GP 11 9781646517336
Twilight Out of Focus 1 9781647292331
Uzaki-chan Wants to Hang Out! Vol. 9
9781685795351

Vampire Dormitory 11 9781646517367

The Ancient Magus’ Bride Vol. 18 9781685795771

Vivy Prototype (Light Novel) Vol. 4 9781685796471

The Apothecary Diaries 09 (Manga)

What Did You Eat Yesterday? 20 9781647292218

9781646091355

The Art of Tactics Ogre: Let Us Cling Together
9781646092024

The Case Files of Jeweler Richard (Manga) Vol. 5
9781685796839

The Dragon Knight’s Beloved (Manga) Vol. 5
9781685796136

The Dungeon of Black Company Vol. 9
9781685794767

The Eccentric Doctor of the Moon Flower
Kingdom Vol. 2 9781685795504
The Girl I Like Forgot Her Glasses 02
9781646091874

The Joker Vol. 3 9781779519856
The NPCs in this Village Sim Game Must Be Real!
(Manga) Vol. 4 9781638587293
The Strongest Sage with the Weakest Crest 12
9781646091270

The Summer You Were There Vol. 3
9781685795818

The Surgery Room 9781647291808
The Tunnel to Summer, the Exit of Goodbyes:
Ultramarine (Manga) Vol. 4 9781685795337
The Yakuza’s Bias 1 9781646518012
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When Will Ayumu Make His Move? 11
9781646517398

Whisper Me a Love Song 7 9781646517411
Wotakoi: Love Is Hard for Otaku Official Art Works
(English) 9781646518210
X-Gender Vol. 2 9781685794613

January 9th
Benjamin Bear in Brain Storms! 9781662665011
Benjamin Bear in Bright Ideas! 9781662665028
Dungeons & Dragons: Honor Among Thieves:
Official Activity Book (Dungeons & Dragons:
Honor Among Thieves) 9780593647981
Dungeons & Dragons: Honor Among Thieves: The
Deluxe Junior Novelization (Dungeons & Dragons:
Honor Among Thieves) 9780593647974
Dungeons & Dragons: Honor Among Thieves:
The Druid’s Call 9780593598160
Dungeons & Dragons: Honor Among Thieves:
The Junior Novelization (Dungeons & Dragons:
Honor Among Thieves) 9780593647950
Dungeons & Dragons: Honor Among Thieves:
The Road to Neverwinter 9780593598139

Initial Orders Due December 15th

Going Remote 9781644212707
Heroes Unite! (Dungeons & Dragons:
Honor Among Thieves) 9780593647905
She-Hulk Little Golden Book (Marvel)
9780593570999

Star Trek: Resurgence #4 Variant A (Hood)
82771403105800411

Star Trek: Strange New Worlds-The Illyrian
Enigma #3 Variant A (Levens) 82771403113300311
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: The Last
Ronin-Lost Years #2 Variant A (Gallant)
82771403102700211

The Art of Getting Noticed #1 9780593385722
The Quest Begins (Dungeons & Dragons:
Honor Among Thieves) 9780593647936
Under the Banner of King Death 9780807023983

January 16th
Dead Seas #3 Variant A (Brokenshire)
82771403110200311

Earthdivers #5 Variant A (Albuquerque)
82771403083900511

Skull Cat (Book One): Skull Cat and the Curious
Castle 9781603095198
Star Wars: The Battle of Jedha
(The High Republic) 9780593597897
Super Pancake 9780593378472

FOC Checklist
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: The Armageddon
Game #6 Variant A () 82771403078500611
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles:
The Armageddon Game-The Alliance #5
Variant A (Mercado) 82771403089100511
The Phantom Scientist 9780262047869

January 30th
Godzilla Rivals: Mothra Vs. Titanosaurus Variant A
(Wind) 82771403136200111
Hilo Book 9: Gina and the Last City on Earth
9780593488096

Nayra and the Djinn 9780593117125
Star Trek: Defiant #1 Variant A (Unzueta)
82771403137900111

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles #138 Variant A (Pe)
82771400271313811

Thousand Autumns: Qian Qiu (Novel) Vol. 1
9781638589327

February 13th
Stars of Chaos: Sha Po Lang (Novel) Vol. 1
9781638589310

March 27 th
The Last Comics on Earth 9780593526774

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: The Ultimate
Collection Volume 7 9781684053889
The Rocketeer: The Great Race 9781684059447

January 23rd
Breath of Shadows #2 Variant A (Cormack)
82771403127000211

DK Super Readers Level 3 Marvel Ant-Man and
The Wasp Save the Day! 9780744079876
My Little Pony #10 Variant A (Mebberson)
82771403046401011

Sonic the Hedgehog #58 Variant A (Yardley)
82771401521805811

Star Trek #5 Variant A (Rosanas)
82771403084600511
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Cover art from Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles: The Last RoninLost Years #2 Variant A (Gallant).

Cover art from Going Remote.

Cover art from Hilo Book 9:
Gina and the Last City on Earth.

Cover art from The Yakuza’s Bias 1.
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Cover art from Dungeons &
Dragons: Honor Among Thieves:
Official Activity Book.

